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TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD — Atticus Finch, portrayed by Rkhard Butwell, right, defends Tom Robinson (AnthonyDotson), the young black man accused of raping a white woman, as Judge Taylor, played by Bryan Thacker, presidesover the.courtroom in the trial scene from "To Kill A Mockingbird." The second Playhouse in the Park productionfor this summer is an adaptation of Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel. It will premiere at 8 p.m. Thursday andcontinues Friday and Saturday and July 5, 6 and 7. Ticket prices are $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for children and seniorcitizens. further information may be obtained by calling the Community Theatre's recorded program informationat 759-1752.
Gasoline Supplies Tight In Part
Due To U.S. Oil Well Slowdown
By EVANS W171'
AssocLatedPress Writer
WASHPNGTON (AP) Supplies of
gasoline at the nation's service stations
are tight in part because the flow of oil
from wells in the United States slowed
inexplicably last winter, an Associated
Press investigation shows. •-• —
The Justice Department is in-
vestigating whether this previously
unnoticed dip in domestic production —
coming as Iran and Its -oil -production
teetered on the brink -of chaos — could
involve violations of antitruet iaws by
the nation's rnajoroil companies.
The drop in domestic production is
one of the topics the antitrust probers
will discuss in a nearly 50-page report
to President Carter to be sent to the
White House later this week. Goverri-
ment sources who declined to tie
identified said the investigators will te4k
Carter for more time to probe the dip
and the other factors ipvolved in the
gasoline shortage.
The AP investigation found that., the
drop in domestic crude oil production-.-
worked in tandem with another
homegrown factor — U.S. refiners
getting less and less gasoline from each
barrel of oil — to cost the nation more
gasoline than the ocutoff . of Iranian
crude imports.
The dip in U.S. oil production ac-
counted for at least 11 million barrels of
gasoline that otherwise would have
gone into motorists' tanks. An ad-
ditional 11.5 million barrels of gasoline
simply never got produced by US.
refineries because they were making •
less gasoline and more heating oil, jet
fuel and petrochemicals out of each
barrel of crude oil.
The AP probe found that these two
factors— totaling 22.5 million barrels
of gasoline -- caused more of the
shortage than the cutoff of Iranian oil,
which meant a loss of at least 17.5
million barrels of gasoline. There are 42
gallons in a barrel.
Those three factors add up to some 40
million barrels of gasoline that never
reached service stations — about equal
to the Department of Energy's
projection of the gasoline shortage in
April and May.
The Justice Department is checking
the possibility that companies
decreased domestic production in
anticipation of decontrol of crude oil
prices this month, sources said. Under
this theory, the companies may have
hoped to get higher prices and to
discourage opposition to decontrol by
aggravating a shortage that they could
claim would have been preiented with
price incentives.
Executives of the nation's biggest oil
companies denied in interviews with
the AP that there had been any
- deliberate manipulation of domestic oil
production, adding that they were
scrambling for crude supplies.
"We're scrounging for every drop of
oil we can find," said H.H. Zachow, vice
president for crude and products
supplies for ARCO Petroleum Products
But the industry executives' ex-
planations for the dip were often con-
Iradictory and do not explain the
shortage cornpTeUelY.ITany blamed-bid--
weather and equipment problems, but a
check of federal weather records
generally does not support the
argument that the •weather was par-
ticularly poor in critical oil-producing
areas last winter.
Oil executives generally conceded
they knew problems were coming in
Iran last September or October. The
companies also knew Americans were
driving an unexpectedly large amount
last fall, forcing the firms to use up
stocks of gasoline and crude oil.
With all these reasons for higher
domestic production, the flow of
from U.S. wells suddenly slowed.
U.S. _wells_ liumped 8.83 million
barrels a day in October, Energy
Department figures show, the peak for
the year in which average production
was 8.7 million barrels.
But then production turned down. In
November, it dropped to 8.73 million
barrels a day; in December, to 8.65
- million; in January, to 8.46 million; and
In February, to 8.29 million.
Industry analysts project that
production rebounded to 8.69 million
barrels a day in March and 8.62 million
in April.
The drop totaled 22.8 million barrels
below 1978 average production. It was
far greater than the usual gradual
decline in production as wells are
exhausted. At average refining eates,
that amount of crude would have
produced about 11 million barrels--4
gasoline.
By comparison, the drop in imports
due to the chaos in Iran totaled 36.2
million barrels of crude, which could
have produced 17.5 million barrels of
gasoline.
— Numerals al -e-xeedNes were not
aware of the drop, for most have
_ followed figures compiled by an in-
dustry group that are projections and
not actual production figures.
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The Kentucky Commission on Human
Rights has awarded five of eight university.
complainants $750 each after con- The eight alleged their qualificationssidering the proceedings and all as nursing teachers were equal orevidence in a public hearing stemming better than that of Langford, They hadfrom charges of sex discrimination in requested between 430,000 and $40,000employment by Murray State in compensation.
University. Langford, who had 34 graduate hoursThe decision on the hearing, held but no masters degree, was hired as aeMarch 12 and 13 in Murray, can be assistant professor at $14,500. Theappealed by the respondent. figure was at least $1,000 more than anyThe commission's directive said the of the plaintiffs holding a n\asterscompensation to the five complainants degree or the assistant professor title,is for the "humiliation and ern- according to testimony during' thebarrassment"' resulting the in- —Wearing.
stitution's discriminatory action. A university spokesman said whenAccording to a press release issued Langford was hired, the universty hadthis morning, university officials will "a critical need" for someone to teachdecide "within the very near future" medical-surgical nursing and it neededwhether or not to seek a review in the someone who had clinical experience incourts of the directive handled down by emergency care, trauma and criticalthe rommissioro -r -..L:-..-eare_aod someone ,1140.4.50 hadIn a statement this morning, a bacalaureate requirements in medical-university off ical said the relief granted
is substantially less than the relief
sought by the complainants.
.Froin a purely economic standpoint;
he pointed out it would perhaps be to the
university's best interest to accept the
decision.
"Nevertheless, the commission found
Murray State University to have been
guilty of sex discrimination," he said.
"We strongly disagree with this finding
as a matter of principle.
-Further," he continued, it is the
university's position that a mere dif-
ference in salary cannot be equated
with esex discrimination. In addition,
the finding that the complainants are
qualified nursing teachers misses the
point.
"The real question is whether or not
they were qualified for the position for
which Paul Langford was hired. The
university feels that decisions of this
type should be inade by the board of
regents acting upon recommendations
of the proper university officials."
• 'The charges are the result of alleged
salary differences of eight current and
former female members of the MSU
nursing faculty and Paul Langford, a
nursing teacher during the 1976-77 and
1977-78 school years.
The complainants are Joan
Thibodeaux, Margie Kalisz, Mary
Walker, Sharon Edwards, Norma
Omelanuk, Grace LaBuono, Barbara
Tucker and Judy Perry. LaBuono,
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Sports 5 6  7
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today and
Tuesday. Clear and cool tonight.
Highs today in the mid to upper
70s. Lows tonight in the mid 50s.
Highs Tuesday in the low 80s.
Winds northeast around 10 miles
an hour today becoming light and
variable tonight.
Near normal temperatures
during the period with early
morning lows in the 60's and
daytime highs in the 80's. A
chance of showers by Friday.
surgical nursing.
The spokesman added that
'Langford not' only met these
requirements the university contended
but had in excess of 30 semester hours
toward a master's degree in nursing.
His- caliber of education, in terms of
graduate hours relating to his specialty
needed, exceeded that of those of the
plaintiffs who had received some
training in medical-surgical nursing."
The five complainants who were
awarded money held the rank of
assistant professor, the same rank as
Five To Receive $750 Each
Compensation Awarded
In Discrimination Hearing
Tucker and Perry have since left the Langford. They al\ --'had masters
degrees.dwadLr  f. _he five are Kalisz.
Thibodeaux, Omelanuk, Tucker and
E
The other complainants were clinical
instructors. It was brought out in
testimony during the hearing clinical
instructors do not carry faculty rank.
University rankings are as follows;
professor, associate professor,
assistant professor and instructor. ,
During testimony, MSU President
Contantine W. Curris stated when e
person applies for a teaching position,
he is inteWleived by the department -
chairman. The chairman would make a
recommendation of salary and rank to
the dean of the college.
Upon approval by the dean, the
recommendation is presented to the
vice-president for academic programs.
,The recommendation then girs to  the 
president for approval. 
_
The commission, composed of seven
men and four women, met on June 21 to
review transcripts, all documented
evidence and the attorneys' final
agrument and concluding statements
from the two-day hearing.
The commission's rulint; coming
aftsr almost .a year of legal
proceedings, directed that the
university "cease and desist" from the
unlawful practice of treating female
nursing teachers unequally as to
compensation and position a rank than
male teachers.
Several Trucks Shot
At On Interstate 75
By The Associated Press
- Several trucks were shot at overnight
on Interstate 75 between London and
the Tennessee border, Kentucky State
Police say.
A driver reported the windshield of
his truck was shattered by gunfire at a
motel near London, and flat tires were
reported on 15 erucks after nail were
scattered on 1-75 near the Tennessee
line, said Lt. Ernest Bevins of the state
police.
Bevins said there were no reports
available on how many autos had flat
tires as a result of the nails.
He said there were no injuries as a
result of the overnight incidents.
In western Kentucky, state police
were called to Ray's RI:Kist, a truck stop
on U.S. 62 near Gilbertsville, where
several truckers congregated.
Sate police ordered the drivers to
disband when they would not let other
truckers leave the truck stop.
The owner of the truck stop shut his
pumps down and most of the truckers
left, officials said.
Meanwhile, Gov. Julian Carroll or-
dered deactivation of some of the__
National Guard forces he called up
Friday, and gasoline industry
spokesmen predicted that stations
drained by--last week's panic buying
would be resupplied .soon.
"I think it will be back to normal or
pretty close to normal Monday," said
Bill McIntyre, vice president of the
Kentucky Gasoline peelers
ASSociation. 
Added Tom Maxedon, executive
director of the Kentucky Petroleum
Council: "The thing That will help more
than anything else would be if people
will just quit rushing to the service
stations."
Maxedon said that the presence of
National Guardsmen and state troopers
will help in the re-supplying of stations.
"Some of the distributors and jobbers
who were reluctant to send trucks out
are sending them now because they've
been assured of protection," he said.
Tom Little of the state Divisiop of
Disaster and Emergency Services id
that Carroll's deactivation of sortje 160
guardsmen in the Owensbor area
came after no incidents reportef in .tat
area of the state on Sunday. Li
that those guardsmen would be
tcorecall "if anything comes up.
The order left some 310 guardsmen on
duty, Mainly in the Somerset and
London areas of east Kentucky along
Interstate-75.
Carroll placed the guard on call
Friday because of the shutdown by
independent truckers protesting .in-
creased costs of diesel fuel.
The troops at Owensboro were taken
off active duty earlier Saturday so they
could participate in previously
scheduled drills.
Units at London and Somerset. were
assigned to guard refinerieg and bulk
plants, and to watch overpasses along
Interstate 75.
Little said that Kentucky State Police
troopers would continue to geovide
escort assistance. He said troopers
answered about 50 escort calls on
Sunday, most for tanker trucks.
Little said some guardsmen at
Frankfort assisted state policemen in
providing escorts for fuel tankers
making deliveries.
"Fuel is definitely moving,".,Ine_said.
"Supplies should be improving con-
siderably if everything stays this
calm."
Little said 240 trucks had been
escorted by police since Friday, and
most were fuel tankers.
"Tdmorrow Monday could be a real
key as far as what happens the next few
days- with regard to state police escort
duty, he added.
Meanwhile, Kentucky highways were
reported quiet Sunday.
Williialallellinamtia•MigiaeZikeZeiiikAMPAMMIMIIMINSONNOMMIXONNO
What Does Future Hold For Vanquished Demos?An AP Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — What
does the future hold for the major
Democratic gubernatorial candidates
who fell before the John Y. Brown Jr.
blitz in last month's primary?
None is singing the blues, and in fact
the outlook, financially or politically,
might he rosy for a few of the early
Ipsers.
For eitame,'14nyiutrisSilitelAuditor
George Atkins quiatipsys bt.fore the- -
race to bark Brown, he figures as a
potential poiskr in the next ad-
ministration should the, nominee win in
November.
Atkins has been named by Brown as
one of the state campAgn chairmen for
the Democratic ticket, and although the
choice along with other selections is
partly window dressing for Democratic
unity, it has significance.
, Atkins was doomed to defeat if he
stayed in the race. His switch has
earned, the gratitude of- Brown, who
probably is aware that it was the
eventual turning point in the primary.
So, there is talk that Atkins, whose
followers now are numerous in the
Brown camp, might become secretary
of the cabinet in a new, Demodatie
admiuistration and that „his trusted
assistarti.; RdStrt—Varren—in -VW
-*Weirs .afftec miiiniartierxiirreze
secretary of finance, another key post. -
There also is Ralph Ed Graves, the
first to pull out afte). Brown's entry two
months before primary election day.
Graves, who also never had a chance
to win, has become an important cog in
the Brown machine, and his legislative
experience could bode well for
because the General Assembly meets In
regular session only' weeks after a nev,
governor takes office — all this onthe
assumption Brown is elected.
Former Louisville mayor Harve%
Sloane. the runnerup in the guber
natorial primary, is in an enviable
political and somewhat dismal
financial situation. He was named (
cilairman of the state campaign, witl'
Atkins.
slatiit-e as a bigh-leeel
an g vote Vetter
could stand him-in good steed if, for
instance, he ran for mayor again or
sought the office of Jefferson Count'
judge.
He probably also could almost name
his position in any new Democrat"
state administration.
But Sloane, a wealthy physician, is
Preoccupied by campaign debts, hoping
to pay off several hundred thousand
dollars which he lent his campaign.
Terry McBrayer, the administration-
endorsed candidate who wound up
third, already has revealed his plan: to
return to his own law practice . in
Greenup and vlexington and begin
earning money again.
lVfcBrayer rpualleiay. off about $200,000
from the campaign and has launched a
itind drive among suppo_rters to do so. .1
If tfige is' any • diticil faireire „ •
th • i Wii-bly74hNg been —
'aligned *lir a Derincratie facttnn -that
fell to piiices, he has not indicated what
it might be.
Lt. cov. Thelma Stovall, who ran
fifth and sustained her first political
defeat in three decades of politics, is at
60 the oldest-of the major losing can-
didates.
Her plans are uncertain, but Mrs.
Stovall could if she choses retire on
state pay after three decades of holding
office. It seems fairly probable that any
new Democratic administr.ation would
find a place for Mrs. Stovall.
The easiest transition to normal life
seemingly has been made by Carroll
Hubbard, the 1st District congressman
who ran fourth in the gubernatorial
poimau, but did not have to resign his
post and simply
WaShington. —
---- --However, Hubbard; a vociferous anti-
administration contender, might be
glancing nervously over his shoulder to
determine what conies next in his
political career.
Hubbard has enemies who may not
forgive him despite a public display of
Democratic harmony. There are
rumors that those foes would love to put
up a strong candidate against Hubbard
in next spring's congressional primary.
Atkins. whose western Kentucky base
was weakened when Hubbard joined
the gubernatorial race, indicated he
has no plan to run for Congress.
Brown, although he owes Hubbard
nothing, was not stung by any excessive
Hubbard criticism during the cam-
paign„
(lilt C.& .• Jidia4tarrolf and his allies
dislike Hubbard" iiitenseiyand
tually may recruit a potent rival in the
congressional race, though the in-
ciunbent, even while doing poorly in
gubernatorial primary, showed con-
tinued great strength in his home
district.
•
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Local Students At
Fontana Meeting
Three Calloway County 4-
H'ers attended the 24th annual
4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference
June 4-8 at Fontana Village,
North Carolina, to learn about




Murray, and Terry Sledd from
$tella were among 40 Ken-
tacky 4-H'ers attending the
conference. Chuck Harrison
from Kirksey represented
Kentucky as a returnee
delegate. About 250 delegates
from the Tennessee Valley




''Clpse Encounters of the
Valley Kind," and delegates
attended workshops on the
Cegion's atmosphere, soil,
mineral wildlife, forestry,
water, and human resources.
Special emphasis was placed
on people's relationship to




workshops were led by in-
structors from land-grant





The conference is sponsored
0 the Tennessee Valley
Association of Test-
Demonstration Farm
Families in cooperation with
the Extension Services of the






freshman at Southern College
of Optometry, Memphis,
Tenn., has been named to the
dean's list for the spring
semester. He had a 3.55
standing out of a possible 4.00,
according to John R. Levene,
0. D., PhD,, Dean of the
faculty at the college.
Grogan,: is a graduate of
Murray High School and is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Grogan, 805 Doran Road,
Murray.
Men once needed a specia
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A KAVTANA VICCAGE PEYOPT oft!
ATTEND CONFERENCE — Patti Robinson from Murray, Chuck Harrison from Kirksey,
and Terry Sledd, from Stella attended the 24th Annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference June 4-8 at Fontana Village, North Carolina.
, 'Dean. -41)1,
By Abigail Van Buren
She Ought to Split
Or GO Off the Pot
DEAR ABBY: We have a problem in our office building
that no one knows how to handle.
Ours is a rather small building: only three floors and
maybe 24 tenants, so nearly ever4pdy in the building
knows each other.
There is a ladies' room on each floor, but one young
woman who works on the third floor comes down to two to
smoke pot in our restroom on her lunch hour. The smell is
terrible and clings to our clothes if we're in there for very
long. Also, she ties up the stall for quite a long time, and dur-
ing the lunch hour a lot of women want to use the facilities.
Apparently no one has made any attempt to put a stop to
this because they don't want to get her in trouble. It's bad
enough that she smokes the stuff, but why can't she use the
restroom on her own floor?
If yon have any idea how we can solve this problem
please let us know.
INCONVENIENCED
DEAR IN: Your complaint is valid, so tell the girl flat out
to please use the restroom on HER floor. .. and, further-
more, remind her that smoking pot is illegal, and she's ask-
ing for trouble is she doesn't stay off the grass!
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago, I had a couple to rn
home for dinner. The man works with my husband. Yester-
day I discovered that a silver and turquoise ring was miss
ing. It's not valuable, but it has sentimental value because
my grandmother gave it to me.
I suspect the woman took it. It was in the jewelry box on
my dressing table, and she lay down in my bedroom for a
while. I couldn't have lost or mislaid it-I never wear it.
(The band is almost worn through.)
_ I don't know what to do about it. I don't want to ruin our
friendship, but I reallvaiit the ring back.
I can't avoid meeting this woman. Our husbands work
together and we see each other at business functions. What
should I do?
STUMPED
DEAR STUMPED: One thing you should not do is accuse
the woman of taking your ring. (Regardless of how strongly
you suspect her, you could be wrong.)
If I were you, I would forget it.
DEAR ABBY: I simply had to respond to your reply to
BUDDY IN BELOIT, who asked how to ,say no to a girl
without making a fool of himself. Your reply was absolutely
perfect.
When I was in high school I would have fallen head over
heels for a young man who had enough integrity and convic-
tion to tell me firmly, "We have-rine as far as we are go-
ing-for the good of both of us."
Guys who want everything you've got are a dime a
dozen-even with inflation; but most women are turned on
by someone who is in control of himself and doesn't feel the
need to apologize for it.
I dated a man like that in college and was so impressed
with those qualities in him that we're celebrating our fifth
wedding anniversary soon!
K.C. READER
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For • personal reply write to Abby, Boa 69700, Lom
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Stoat Diner
_
of a Baked Potato or French Fries Toast
arty OrInk 3fldea trip. to our Soup n.
Salad Bar •
SIRLOIN STOCKADE







Miss Elise Neal of Paris,
Tenn., daughter of Mrs.
-AD icon Neal Beauchat and the
Nlate Harry Neal, was crowned
as 1979 Miss Tennessee in the
pageant held June 23 at
Jackson, Tenn.
The winner represented the
West Tennessee0kra Festival
and is a 21 year old senior at
the  University Of tennessee,
-Martik-majoring in music
education.
She will represent the stateN
of Tennessee in the Miss
America Pageant in Atlantic
City, N. J., in September.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Edward Housden of Hazel
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. -
Golf, Bridge, Luncheon Are
Planned By Ladies At Oaks
Special ladies day activities
will be held at the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday,
June 27. These will include
golf, bridge, and a ladies day
luncheon.
Bridge will be pLtped at 9 : 341
an, with Maurita Livers as
hostess.
Lady golfers will tee off
starting at 9:30 a.m. with
Mary Bogard as hostess who
has released the following




Mrs. Ken Cremer, daughter
of Mr. andoMrs. W. R. Perry,
819 Sha Wa Drive, Murray,
was selected aaN,the- "Out-
standing Teaeheel=ter 1978-79
at Shelby State Community
College in Memphis, Tenn.
This is the 7th year that
Shelby State has been in
operation and the first year
for them to select an "Out-
standing Teacher."
Mrs. Cremers been on
faculty at Shelby State fdr the
past seven years and has
served as Department Head in
Business Technologies for the
past four years.
She is married to Dr.
Kenneth Cremer who has been
ip the --Department of.
engineering Technology at
Memphis State University for
the past ten years. They have
twndaughters, Karen who will
be asophomore at Texas Tech'
University in Lubbock, Texas
in the fall and, Kenna who will
be a sophomorat Briarcrest
Baptist High Schobl, Mr. and
Mrs. Cremer both 7eceived
their B.S. and Master's
Degrees from Murray State
University.
ndon, Suzanne Oakley, Hazel
Ray, and Linda White.
No. 12 Tee-Sharon Kelso,
Carolyn Lane, Peggy Noel,
and Doris Rose.
No. 13 Tee-Polly Seale,
Grace James, Jeannie
Morgan, and Ada Sue Roberts.
No. 14 Tee-Mary A. Smith,
Carita Lamb,uVickie Nance,
and Mary Bogard.
No. 16 Tee-Wanda Brown,
Burlene Brewer, Mable
Rogers, and Carolyn Caldwell.
No. 17 Tee-Mary Wells,
Sherry Mohon, Essie Cald-
well, and Murrelle Walker.
No. 18 Tee-Virginia Jones
and Jennifer Grouse.
Co-chairmen of the
hostesses for the luncheon wilt
be Marilyn-- McCuiston and
Marilyn Herndon. Reser-
vations should be made by
Tuesday.
Other hostesses will be
Linda Cochran, Ruth Ann
Hooks, Martha Roberts',
Dulcie Douglas, Ruth Cald-
well, Mayrelle Clark, Sara
Hussung, Clara Lee, Sherry
Ross, Phyllis Weatherford,
Martha Covey, Doll Redick,
Claire Benton, Louise Miller,
LeinnUI Warren, --Lisa Jones,
Bess Kerlick, Jean West,
Doris Williams, and Lisa
Wilson.
Burlene Brewer, golf
hostess for June 20, has
released the winners from the
play on that day as follows:
Championship Flight-Mary
Bain, medalist, Wanda
Brown, second place, and
Vicki Nance, low putts.
First Flight--Burlene
Brewer, winner, Murrelle
Walker, second place, and
Mary Alice Smith, low putts.
Second Flight-Ada Sue
Roberts, winner, Jeannie,
Morgan, second place, and
Sherry Mohon, low putts.
Third Flight-Sharon Kelso,
winner, Carolyn Lane, second
place, and Suzanne Oakley
low putts. '
SMOOTH SKIN
It's not unusual for women,
as they get older to have more
hair appear on the face. The
area over the lip can be
bleached, but you'll also find it
helpful to apply and blend
makeup with downward
strokes instead of the usual
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Teresa & Danny will
















Housewares • Electrical Supplies
• VAormate Paints t watiososfs
• Garden & Lawn Supoites
• Glass Pruiducts p.....ss\




A WIDE SELECTION OF
• Housewares









• Locks & Keys
• Glass Products
We rent poorer trIols ono carpril
cleanin9 equipment
Repair service for pis river toot,





123 FIRST STREET N
Across from the
Fairgrounds
OPEN 9 AM TO 9 PM
MON-SAT
PPP'




If you Want to sell, get in Bell.
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Monday, June ZS
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today with Judy
Carroll.
Singles Unlimited will have
a picmc at the pavillion by the
old courthouse in the City-
County Park at 6 :30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
. Swim Team will resume
practice sessions at the City-
County Park Pool today.
Members note change from
Murray Tennis Center.
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group is scheduled
to Meet at the Calloway Public
Library at 7 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Calloway County Health
Center, North 7th and Olive
Streets, at 7 :30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
Divorce Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center,' MSU, wjll
meet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall.
Murrà-State. -in-
formation call 762-98M.
Exhibits by.. Vickie. James,
Murray and Houston, Texas,
and by Beverly Ford, Benton,
will open at the Clara Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, and
run through July 6.
Tuesday, June 26
Shrine Ladies Sewing Group
will meet at 10 a.m. in the
home of Mrs. Philip Crihfield.
Organizational meeting of
Junior Bowlers. 21 years and
younger, for the summer
season, will be held at Cor-
vette Lanes. If unable to at-
tend, persons may call and
give-their names.
" Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kertlake State
Park at 8 30 p.m.





11) renewal at age
65 — offered •
by Kemper











Chiffons, Sat in a. Laces, Trims
Headpieces and 1-eilings
I Carolyn 's Fabrics
Paris Square Shopping Center
Paris, Tenn.
Tuesday, June 26
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World is
scheduled to meet with Bettye
Baker, 1707 Miller, at 7 p.m.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday should be
made by today with Marilyn
McCuiston or Marilyn Her-
ndon.
Eva Wall Mission Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the church at
12:45 p.m.
= Performance by Twilight
Cabaret will be at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park at
8:30 p.m.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
would appreciate it if you
woad tell -me how a heir- -
transplant is performed and
how natural it is. Can you
get it cut and will it regrow?
Is it like the rest of your
natural growiNehair?
DEAR READER - The
usual technique is to take
plugs of hair from the sides
of the scalp where hair is
abundant and transplant
these plugs to areas where
the hair is sparse or absent.
Much of the male pattern
baldness as seen in men is
because the hair follicles
involved have an inherited
different metabolic charac-
teristic. These hair follicles. r
actually produce a form of t
male hormone, different'
from hormones produced by
the other hair follicles. This
particular variation is asso-
ciated with small or rudi-
mentary hair growth, if any
at all.
It's odd but every hair
follicle that you have has its
Wednesday, Jwien
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center with craft lesson after
the luncheon.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will Include Nature's
Pantry at 10:30 a.m. and
Reading The woods at 2 p.m.,
both at Center Station
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate programs at Ken-
tucky Dam Village State Park
at 8: 3Q,p.m.
Ladies day events at
Murray Country Club will
include Tennis Guest Day al 9
a.m., Golf at 9:15 a.m., and
luncheon at 12 noon.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include Golf
and Bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
luncheon at 12 noon.
own genes which determine
how the hair follicle behaves
chemically. -The ones at the
side of the head are least
likely to have these kinds of
genes and, therefore, a man
may become bald at the
front of his head and still
have an abundant quantity
of hair on the sides of the
head.
When the hair follicles are
transplanted from the side
of the head to the bald area,
of course the follicles retain
the basic genes that they
inherited. That means that
the hair in the new trans-
planted position behaves ex-
actly as it should have be-
'hayed in the old position. So,
it grows like natural hair
and can be cut like natural
hair.
To give you more informa-
tion about hair, I'm sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 12-6, Hair Care. Other
readers who want this issue




 Frances Drake 
FOR TUESDAY, JUNE
26,1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, -read the
forecast given for you birth
Sign.
ARIES
Abiar, 21 to Apr. 19)TA
Important -dimes-tit
decisions accented: Others
will play on your sympathies.
Don't be taken advantage of
by self-pitying types.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Common sense is your best.
friend now. Don't be impulsive
re a decorating project.
Friends could let you down on
a financial matter.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Financial acumen accented.
Others mai hedge on words.
Don't be impressionable in
relationship matters. Be level-
headed.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 60
You're able to present ideas
effectively. Keep important
financial inforMation to self.
Escapist or deceptive trends
are at work.
LEO
(July 23 tn Aug-221,124k 
W ith pleasure




.seleuXit her small ap-
pliances. and kit-
chenuarx from our corn-




New insights lead to im-
poratnt private decision.
Social life exciting, but new
contacts may not be reliable.
Be reserved.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22;
Socializing leads to a
stimulating conversation. Let
others know your views but
mixing business with pleasure
leads to false hopes.
LIBRA
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Arl
Present ideas to higher-ups.
Attendance at a cultural event
with friends may not live up to
expectations. It's a question of
44aste.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 2U
Talks with advisers are
productive. Business dealings
moderately successful. Be
careful though of complicated
monetary arrangements.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) erggffiY
Successful negotiations re
business and patnerships.
Don't let your sympathies
become too activated. Remain
businesslike for success.
CAPRICORN
'f-pec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Partnership accord leads to
easy exchange of ideas. Don't
delegate tasks as others may
not follow through. Someone
has excuses.
AQUARIUS
4 Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll straighten out a work
situation. Watch your en-
thusiasm; a romantic interest
may be in some way evasive
or unreliable.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Pursue mental hobbies. Be




YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your creative talents. You can
succeed as an actor, artist,
sculptor, and writer. Equally
at home in the business world,
you have a talent for banking.
manufacturing, and for
running your own business. In
particular, you'd succeed as a
chef, dietician, or restaurant
owner. You can deal with
pedple and your spirit ef
revise- "Owls
experiment before settling on
a career. Somewhat op-
portunisitic, know that your
best opportunity comes with
the development of your
abilities. Birthdate of: Peter
Lorre, actor; Pearl Buck,
author.
YARD OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has
selected the entrance to the Murray Country Club on College Farm Road for the non,
residential award for the month of June 1979. The attractive buff brick planter con-
taining the name, 'Murray Country Club,' provides a perfect setting for the red
geraniums and dwarf marigolds in variegated colors. The lower base of the planter is
filled with tan washed gravel and is planted with helleri, Japanese, convex hollies and
cuspidata yew. Grouping of evergreens are located a short distance from each corner
and hidden within one group is a spot light J.41. Shackelford, treasurer of the Murray
Country Club, designed the entrance planter and takes special pride in replanting the
blooming plants and maintaining this attractive entrance.
dressed envelope for it. Send -
your request to me, in care_
of this newspaper; P.O. Box
195-1, Radio City Station,
New York, NY-10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am
a 77-yeai -old woman and I
walk a L•i'e or more every
day if it doesn't rain. Four
years ago I spent a week in
the hospital after an electric
shock treatment for rapid
and irregular heartbeat.
Since then I have been tak-
ing medicine regularly. This
medicine has- kept me free.
from any further attacks,
for which 1 am thankful.
However, this past year
I've noticed I am much more
forgetful. In conversation,
words or names leave me
suddenly. Things I am famil-
iar with are suddenly lost.
This is embarrassing and I
have been wondering if the
medicine has anything to do
with this. If so, is there any
danger in continuing the
medicine indefinitely?
DEAR READER - The
list of medicines you in-
cluded in the rest of your
letter are common ones used
effectively to treat your con-
dition. None of them would
be responsible for your tend-
ency toward forgetfulness.
I am afraid that this is a
problem that occurs in ninny
people as they get older. As
you've no doubt noticed,
your loss of memory or
forgegulness is for recent
events. You can probably
remember things that hap-
pened when you were a girl
rather easily.
I Wish there was some-
thing that I could recom-
mend that would really help
you, but it's not an easy
problem. If you want, you
can try some of the books on
memory training and see if
they will help. There are any
number of these that you can
get through most book-
stores. Most of the methods
have basic similarities.
Recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. T. C. Collie were their
son and family, Mr. and Mrs
Bill Collie and daughter.
Paige, 7, and Lauren, 3'2
months, Dayton, Ohio; and T
C.'s brother and family, Dr.
and Mrs. James Collie and
daughters, Mary Ann and
Rachel, Normal, Ill.
Miss Sheree Brandon, bride-
elect of Jerry Jones, was
honored at a dessert shower
held at the home of Mrs. R. C.
McGuire, Jr., tone Oak, on
Tuesday, June 12, at 7 p.m.
Guests for the evening were
former neighbors and
classmates of Miss Brandon.
The bride-elect's colors of
yellow and baby blue were
used throughout the house.
The gift table was covered
with a white cloth and cen-
tered with a bridal bouquet of
yellow and blue silk flowers.
Refreshments were served
from the table overlaid with a
white lace cloth. A silver bowl
Tilled with yellow silk roses
centered the table. Silver
Murray Country Club Ladies
Plan Tennis, Golf, Luncheon
Ladies dai events at the
Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, June 27, w411
include a Tennis Guest Day at
9 a.m., Golf at 9:15 a.m., and a
Ladies Day Luncheon at 12
noon.
Hostesses for the Tennis
Guest Day will be Patsy
Miller, Lynn Stout, Sheila
Grogan, Edwina Simmons,
and Rainey Apperson.
The ladies day luncheon will
be served at 12 noon with Judy
Carroll as chairman of the
hostesses' committee.
Reservations should be made
by today, Monday, for the
luncheon.
Other hostesses will be
Doris Cella, Joy Waldrop,




Willie Fa5less, Betty Scott,
Annette Gordon, Sally Crass,
and Leta Rushing.
Tee off for the ladies golf
will be by shotgun at 9:15 a.m.
with Faira Alexander. as
hostess who has released. the
following lineup:
No. 1 Tee-Group A-Alice
Purdom, Edith Garrison,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, and
Anna Mary Adams; Group B-
Janice Howe, Vickie Baker,
Molly Boothe, and Mary
Lashlee Foster.
No. 2 Tee-Barbara Stacy,
Billie Carroll, Peggy
Shoemaker, and Lois Keller.
No. 3 Tee-Group A-Inus
Orr, Toni Hopson, Cathryn
Garrott, and Madelyn Lamb;
Group B-Lou Doran, Rowena
Cullom. Nancy Haverstock,
and Mickey Phillips.
No. 4 Tee-Group A-Betty
Stewart, Dorothy Fike,
Margaret Shuffett, and Sue
Brown; Group .-B--Judy
Muehleman, Doris Cella,
Carla Rexroat, and Ann
Haney.
No. 5 Tee-Group A-Betty
Jo Purdom, Betty Lowry,
Euva Nell Mitchel t• and
Phyllis Kain; Group • B--
Venela Sexton, Jerlene




Irvan, and Exie Hill.
No. 7 Tee-Frances Parker,
Jennie Hutson, Beth Belote,
You can bet on it'
Our triple inspection is




remove it. If it can't be
done, well tell you!
'You can be sure we
Won't lust miss it 1
We promise!
and Martha Sue Ryan.
No. 8 Tee-Louise Lamb,
Penny Cappock, Euldene
Robinson,and Billie Cohoon.
No. 9 Tee-Group A-Fairs
Alexander, Sandy Coleman,
Diane Villanova, and Nancy
Fandrich; Group B-Mary
Bell Overbey, Eddie Mae
Outland, Mary Watson, and
Emma Sue Hutson..
Carol Hibbard, hostess for
ladies golf play for Wed-
nesday, June 20, has released
the names of the winners as
follows:
Championship Flight-Betty
Jo Purdom, medalist, and
Phyllis Kain, runnerup.
First Flight--Cathryn






winner, and Mary Watson,
MEXICAN TRIP
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman
and children, Trevor and
MacRae, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Kear have returned from
a nine days' trip to Mexico
City, Mexico.. Various points
of interest visited included the
Museum of the Cultures, the
Museum of Religious Art, the
Museum of Anthropology, and
the San Juan Market.
NOW AT HOME
Joe Pat Ward is now
recuperating at his home after
having been dismissed from
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn., where he un-
derwent heart surgery.
NASHVILLE PATIENT
Mrs. Bryan Neale has been
a patient at Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. She
was dismised June 23.
- MAYFIELD PATIENT
Rhonda Kay Ninuno of
Murray was dismissed June 2
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield
. :_ii0SPKrUPATIENT  
Mrs. Camon Baker ef





winner, anti. Janice Howe,
runnerup.
Low putts went to Betty
Stewart.
The ladies day bridge is not
being held in the summer, a
club spokesman said.
appointments were used to
serve the party foods.
Approximately 40 persona
attended or sent gifts.
Attending from Murray with
the honoree were her mother,
Mrs. Max Brandon, the
groom-elect's mother, Mrs.
Jack Jones, the bride-elect's
grandmother, Mrs. G. C. Ash-
craft, and the bride-elect's




Ronny Stubbletkeld, stin of
Ewing Stubblefield, Hazel,
Kentucky has been placed on
the President's List at Freed-
Hardeman College for the
spring semester, 1979.
In order to be eligible for the
President's List, a student
must earn 3.30 or above grade




Christian college, along with
its predecessor institutions
has completed nearly a
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Capitol Ideas By DONArLD111. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
President's Letter
WASHINGTON (AP -- The senator
from Pennsylvania couldn't help but be
impressed. The letter from the
,president of the United States closed,
"Please help me. Sincerely, Jimmy
Carter "
• The letter was dated simply,
"Tuesday Morning," and it began:
'Dear Friend.
"I want to take a moment from the
hectic pace of the Oval Office to bring
you up-todate on the progress of our
administration and to ask you to
become a contributor to the
Democratic Party."
It was in the second half of the first
sentence - the part. about the
Democratic.Pasty .7.- that caused Sen.
Richard S. Schweicker to realize
something was wrong. The letter went
on for three pages.
It was easy to see why the pace
hectic. The president talked akbotLIN
bringing peace to the Middle East,
about cutting unemployment and
getting control' of "runaway govern-
ment," cutting spending, reducing
waste and facing up-to inflation."
"We are working for the good of all„"
said Carter.
He also had wonderful things to say
about -the -Democratic Party --and -.
concluded that* "frankly, any person
who's lucky enough to be president and
smart enough to be a Democrat knows
iter. To The Edijor
that his success, my success, is based
on our long party history of great
national and international purpose."
Pretty impressive stuff, even to a
Republican like Schweicker. So the
senator sent this brief reply:
"Dear Mr. President:
"I appreciate your taking a moment
from the hectic pace of the Oval Office
to bring me up-to-date on the progress
of your administration and to ask that I
become a contributor to the President's
Club of the Democratic Party.
"I hope you will understand that I feel
I must respectfully decline your kind
invitation because of a prior com-
mitment. Many months ago I an-
nounced that I would work e' for the
election of Ronald Reagan as our next
president."
The alphabetized world of
Washington faces a serious problem.
The federal government has a
Department of Energy, which most
people refer to as DOE.
There's a strong chance congress
soon will create a Department of
Education. Two DOE's?
Rep. John N. Erlenborn, Ft-ni., an
opponent of creating a separate
Education department, suggested the
solution to the alphabet problem
call it the Departrrient of Public
Education or DOPE.
Speak Out On 'Butterflies' .
To The Editor:
Sir, after reading the review of
Butterflies Are Free which appeared in
the June 20 issue of your paper. I feel
that I must, in all fairness to those
concerned, speak out on some points
made by the aforementioned article.
Being a graduate of the Speech and
Theatre Department at Murray State
as well as a continuously active
member of it through my association
with the Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre, I feel qualified to make those
comments which follow.
. First of all, let us give credit where
credit is due. Just as Dr. Blodgett
praises David Davis for his ingenuity in
set design, he unknowingly slights him
by not congradulating him 9n his
foresight in placing the set over the
orchestra pit thus trimming away the
:distance between performer and
:audience and clearing thepath towards
an open, warm relationship with the
-audience.
Also, let us take anoUkr look at the
performers and the jobs done by each.
Let us bear in mind that ours is an
educational theatre_ We do not cite this
,fact as an excuse for a poor presen-
findea, there is no defense for a
:shoddy job other than an apology to the
:audience for being burdened with
:however, we do bring it up as an ex-
'planation for some of the lackings
:which will always be present in this
*:type of theatre. I will also take a
'moment to remind those who read this
$hat obviously two different criticS will
'Win have differing opinions con-
terning what is lacking and what is not.
The praise of both David Davis and
itarlaflotton was well-founded, as each
did a fine job with his respective role. I.
will, however, add that in both the
character of Don- Baker and that of Jill
Tanner, there were weak spots which
occasionally caused discrepencies in
their characters observable to those
who have studied the play. In saying
this, I have no intention of slighting
either David or Carla because I am
quite sure that both of them would be
the first to recognize and admit slight
tveakriesse_s in their characterizations
and both are professional enough to
accept both my criticism and theinown
for what it is worth. However, I believe
that Dr. Blodgett's appraisal of Elaine
Bass' characterization of Mrs. Baker as
"adequate" will not stand up under
close scrutiny.
I have observed in the past that
Elaine has rarely received mention in
reviews. When she has, praise has been
given in a stingy fashion. In past per-
formances and with reservations, I can
see some reasons to concur with this
treatment. However, in her per-
formance as Mrs. Baker, Elaine
deserves better. She has analyzed her
character very carefully and developed
a highly consistent. multi-faceted, and
deeply complex character. Her
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preSentation of Don's mother is so
simple that it is difficult to catch all the
techniques she employs to convey Mrs.
Baker's many motivations, Worries,
and attitudinal shifts to the audience.
She almost becomes an accepted fix-
ture in the play. It is difficult for the
audience to separate the woman from
the hard reality of the play. She blends
in with the harsh realities that she helps
to project. Because of this, she is easily
Skimmed over and brushed off as
having done her part well - but not
excellently. I beg to differ. If she has
succeeded in becoming so much a part
of the realism of Butterflies Are Free
that she does not stand out as the
idealistic always do' then she has in-
deed done an excellant job.
Therefore, I commend Dr. Blodgett
for a well-written and heartily-felt
article. I can assure both him and the,
Murray Ledger and Times that I am
delighted with the coverage and sup-
port given to PART. However, as I
mentioned earlier, give credit where
credit is due. Elaine Bass deserves her
share of credit.
Sincerely,





Ahmed's shop in the bazaars in the
old section of Istanbul looked like it had
been tli&ough an earthquake. Boxes and
sacks of merchandise were stacked in
piles and the tourists seemed to enjoy
pushing and jostling as they searched
for a real find. A lady from Peru.
Indiana asked Ahmed why he didn't,
arrange the stock in an orderly manner
Ahmed explained that his son studied
marketing at the university and after
much research concluded that touxists
would not feel they were getting a
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Campaign Debts
FRANKFORT. - Campaign debts
carried over from the May primary'
boggle the mind.
Imagine two of the losers in the
crowded Democratic gubernatorial
primary owe more than a half million
dollars, and at least one of the can-
didates in the lieutenant governor's
race owes more than $100,000.
Any grade school student proficient
in arithmetic can figure out that the
governor is going to make less than
$200,000 in his four-year term. Why the
big spending?
I haven't figured up all of the deficits
in the race, but if you include all of the
legislators, the debt must be more than
a million dollars.
John Young Brown Jr., the successful
nominee for governor, has agreed to
help his defeated opponents to raise
funds to pay off these debts. Harvey
Sloane, 'Who ran second on the
Democratic ticket, loaned his cam-
paign $120,000 of his money and has
signed notes for an additional $200,000.
Terry McBrayer, the candidate sup-
ported by Gov. Julian Carroll, wound
up third and owes $200,000 plus $50,000
of his own money he loaned his cam-
paign.
George Atkins, who' withdrew in
favor of Brown, says he owes $20,000
and is being sued for about $40,000 more
by an advertising firm that Atkins
claimed he fired.
Neither Louie B. Nunn, the successful
Republican nominee, nor Atty. Ray
White of Bowling Green showed any
debt in their reports to the Registry of
Elections and Finance. White put some
of his own money in the campaign but
he Is not trying to claim.atk-ficit and
ask people to contribute.
lkkayer is makigR a mats rritithrtg
to his friends and other Democrats
'asking for contributions and Bream has
scheduled a $50b per person affair to
help McBrayer, and one for Sloane at
6100 per person.
As far as Brown is concerned.
technically he 1311 claiming a deficit,
but he did lend a million of his own
money to his campaign, and possibly
more.
Brown saidiiv s campaign that the
governor:sr.-office is not for sale, but
campaign spending indicates that the
price is high if a candidate is to become
successful.
Nunn and Brown have agreed ten-
tatively to set a spending limit for
campaigning in the November election
Nunn has suggested $750,000 for the
ticket and Brown has suggested a
million to $1.2 million.
However, at the midsummer
meeting of the Kentucky Press
Association, the candidates agreed to
let the press form a committee to'come
up with a figure.
Campaign deficits have become a
way of political life since the early
1960s, but whatever became of the idea
of operating the campaigns on
budget, ending without debt?'•
The media, advertising agencies and
even the telephone company learned
years ago that payments must be made
when the service is ordered. The
telephone company requires a stiff
(deposit, and the Media ask cash in
advance, with the order, for ad-
vertising.
Newspapers learned that .campaign
debts aren't worth the paper they are
written on after the campaign is over
.Political headquarters vanish.after the
'campaign, and there is no one left v.hn
is responsible. "Cash with copy," has
long been the rule for newspapers
The average voter must wonder shy
he should come up with a contribution
to bail a political candidate out of debt
The candidate knows how much hi!,
campaigh people have receiPed
contributions, and he shoulil see that his _
headquarters stays „Witin the liquaii-
bounds.
After all, there are a lot of average
Joes out there who owe for their homes
and other debts. The average Joe would
like for someone to organize a benefit to
pay, off the mortgage on his home. But,
you won't find any politician organizing
such a benefit for him.
ThT. candidate knows the risk lie






NEWYORK ( AP - The slack that
develops in consumer spending will be
picked up by a rise in corporate ex-
penditures for plant and equipment,
thereby reducing the -threat of
recession,
It's the cushion that will soften\ the -
economy's fill, that will give it bounce •
when it most needs it.
That's the optimist's view, and it Lth.one of the few arguments of its type that \has enjoyed a modicum of acceptance, \
though guarded, among analysts whose
perspective generally has been glum.
But now the doubts are growing,
particularly after weak April and May
retail sales. The big question analysts
now are asking is this: Will industry ,be
willing to commit itself before ttiose
sales rise again?
That question is always a legitimate
one, even in relatively stable times.
And recent history shows that industry
has answered it without much vigor. Ithas been hesitant to spend without
assurance of sales.
Those-sales, of course never can be
Bible Thought
a
And the vessel that he made of
clay was marred In the hand of the
potter: so he made It again another
vessel, as seemed rood to tbe_pdtter
to make it. Jeremiah 1$:4v'
Just as surely.0 the potter makes
something of the clay. God molds
our lis according to His sovereign
or our good and for His glory
guaranteed, but in earlier times one
could at least make reasonable
projections. Now there is far less
ccertainty!Whit will the price of oil be?
Is inflation manageable?, •
In fact, the worries go far deeper than
these questions.
Businessmen today must worry not
simply over what track the economy is
in, which makes forecasting„ rather
easy, but whether the economy's is on a
brand new track taking it in a direction
they don't understand.
William Wolman, Business Week
economist, comments that in recent
years energy and price uncertainty
naay have "anesthetized" the business
coMmunity's willingness to risk
spending in advance of market growth-.
And now, with those uncertainties so
pronounced, he suggests, it is unreal to
expect ii change of attitude. Capital
spendint won't turn consistently
strong, he says, until energy supplies
are assured\
But beforeathe optimists can convert
even that sernber assessment into
something encouraging, Wolrnan adds:
"And if you can believe that will happen
soon, you can believe In the tooth
f airy ."
Merrill Lynettcs lexiinder Blanton
agrees the the optimists ,areatioping
more than analyzing. While capital
spending has shown some strength,
Blanton points out that the rateof gain
is slowing.
He prefaces his analysis by observing
that "Recent articles in widely-read
business periodicals have said that
capital spending by business is
strengthening and that the rate of in-
crease is accelerating."
The Story Of -126
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright. WM
4 4044444-$44444-440.
A large fire broke out the week of Jan. 14, 1909, which de-
stroyed the Asher Graham Building and an adjoining structure on
Main Street between North- 4th- and Nottlr-3rd-streets, -however-it
was not attributed to Night Rider action by townsmen, despite the
fact it may have been of incindiary origin. At the time, the volun-
teer fire department was engaged in putting out a small fire in the
coal-house of George Wallis.- The ClaYam bIaze-threatened ihi
entire row of stores on the north side of the street. Mention is made
here of this blaze in relation to the Night Riders troubles because
of the rumors many of the fires attributed to Night Riders were
really' nothing more than opportunists taking advantage of the
tragic period in the county's history to wreak havoc. on a disliked
neighbor, or fires 'were set, for the purpose of collecting insurance
during the depressed economic conditions.
All 50 indictments involving 34 individuals in file Calldway
Circuit Court against Night Riding were dismissed at the August
term of Crcuit Court following, the decision of the Court of Appeals
that held Judge Cook had pro N instructed the trial jury by ex-
cluding hearsay testikriony and excluding all statements regarding
wrongful acts perpetrated aftr the act Jake Ellis was charged with
committing.
Thus ends the tragic era o wlessness in Calloway County,
however the social scars prevailed many years. Judge Wells
was named warden of the Frankfort SLity„ Prison by Coy. Willson,
but never returned to the county to make hik permanent. residence.
Althongh there may have been other options 'iwailable for County
_Judge WelLs at the time of the Night Riders, it is"he opinion of this
writer that his request for militia in Calloway CountY was justified.
About 20 years later, it was a pleasant occasiolt when father. and
,rnotiier.r4a.:Tiikr-aria7!Vlrs:'.lrtllrr'ditn.Tet and afternotd visi-
tation in Sarasota, Fla. Iiistemarkable how, years rsTess the (-Oar
ity to forgive and forget. the hostilities of yesterday. It was also a,
ple,asiire to haVe.been present at that dinner to ...v,ess the occa-
sion and to have had the pleasure of hearing the story retold, thus
affording a rare opportunity to give this long review of -the Night
Riders days 50 years later in this book.
To Be Continued
Looking Back
10 1 ears Ago
A three per cent utility tax seems
assured for the people of Murray and
Calloway County with the County and
City School Boards scheduled to make a
simultaneous request to the Fiscal
Court on June 27 to levy the tax.
Orman Price has assumed the duties
of director of security at Murray State
University.
Jeanne Jarrett and Lyn Dunn of
('alloway County are 4-H delegates to
the 4-H Resource Conference at Fon-
tana Village, North Carolina.
New officers of the Murray Lions
Club are Z. C. Enix, Lester 'Nanny, Joe
Pat Ward, Reit Thompson, Finis
Griffin, Frank Fazi, John Belt, and Joe
Pat Trevathan.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Glover of Hardin
Route 1 will celebrate their 50th wed-
ding anniversary on June 29.
Miss Ruby Faye Cole, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Norville Cole, was
married to Jerry Dee Larnb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dee Lamb, on June 14 at the
First United Methodist Church.
Births reported include a girl, Ann
Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Popp on
June 23.
• 20 Years Ago
Jerry Shroat, Carolyn Wood,- Judy
Grogan, Michael McCasey, and Robert
Burton, members of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America, won
honors at the natioreil meeting held
June 14 to -L ataWashington, -De, C. -
Deaths reported include John J.
Brown, Jr., 54.
Guest lecturers at the Summer
Science Institute at Murray State
College will include Harry 0. Ruppe of
the Army Ballistics Missile Agency,
Redstone Arsenal, Ala., and Dr. Harlan
P. Banks, head of the botany depart-
ment, Cornell University.
Miss Rheanetta 'Jane- Parker,
daughter of-Mr. and WS. Lynn Parker,
WA married to Charles A. Coleman,
son of Mr. and Mrs Forrest Coleman, on
June 6 at the Goshen Methodist Church.
Trousers are listed as being cleaned
for 49 cents each in the ad for Boone
Laundry & Cleaners.
30 Years Ago
The one and two room schools of
Calloway County will open July 13,
according to Prentice Lassiter,
superintendent of schools. They include
Brooks Chapel, Independence,
Palestine, Pleasant Hill, Pottertown,
Shady Hill, Coldwater, Dexter, and
Outland. Schnolif at Faxon, Alm°,
Ktrirsey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord will 'open Sept. 5.
A meeting of three West Kentucky
Fire Chiefs was held in Murray June 23.
to plan a bigger and better Western
Kentucky Firemen's Training
Association meeting in Murray next
Mar.-4They Were William Spencer,
Murray, Joe East. Hopkinsville, and
Britt Basham, Bowling Green. Also'
attending was Willim Chittendon from
the Kentucky Fire Marshall's office.:
Wendell Hinkley of the Calloway
County Extension Office spoke on the
"Tomato Crop Here" at the meeting of
the. Mur-Fay Rotary Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House Ed
('arter and George E. Overbey were in
charge of the program..
Mrs. Johnnie Walker and daughter,
Marilyn, are spending two weeks
visiting relatives. in Detroit, Micha
Today
In History
By The Associated Press ..
Today is Monday, June 25, the 176th :
day of 1979. There are 189 days left in 1
the year.
Today's highlight in history!
On this date in 1950, the Korean Mirk,
began as North Korean forces invadedP.
the Republic of Korea.
/On this date:
In 1788, Virginia 'ratified the U.S..;
Constitution. 4._
-in--- 1-816-,-, -Napoleon Bonapa net—
delivered a farewell address before ;•
being exiled to the island of St. Helena. 1
In 1876, Gen, George Custer's troops
were massacred in the Battle of the 7,Little Big Horn in Montana. ..
...
In 1967, President Lyndon Johnson i
and Soviet Premier Alexei Kosygine.
wound up a summit meeting at:14
Glassboro, N.J., State College with a
pledge not to let any crisis push the U.S. .,
and the U.S.S.R. into nuclear war.
In 1976, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that private schools may not ,exclude .
black children because of their color.
Ten years ago: A United Airlines jet, '
on a flight from Los Angeles to New :
York with 58 persons aboard, was -
diverted to Cuba by a young gunman.
Five years ago: The Supreme Court f
ruled that stales cannot requir
newspapers to give political candidates
free space to respond to editorial at- ,_tacks. '
One year ago: Soviet leader.. Leonid 'c
Brezhnev charged the United States '
with pursuing a shiiKsighted - and :a,
dangerous pdlicy of trying•to "play the
Chinese card" agairlit th,e8nviet Union. fl,
' 'Today's -', briT• lidaYi7 -Tir"51"dw ay '7-1" ',1producer Geoga-Abbott is St . Film -L5
director SidoeY LuMet is 55. Singer and :-.;.
_ ngw,di Carly Simon is 34. Architect
Robeft Venturi is 54.
Thought for today: Women forgive ,
injuries,- but never forget slights - .:.
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A Crying Finish
Sports
Coetzee Draws Spinks' Tears After 1st-Round TKO
By the Associated Press
MONTE CARLO, Monaco —
Gerrie Coetzee, a 24-year-old
South African who prayed for
help with his punches, has won
a shut at a share of the world
heavyweight title by flooring
Leon Spinks three times in two
minutes and three seconds of
the first round.
Spinks, 25, a product of the
St. Louis ghetto and former
world and Olympic champion,
answered the opening bell
Sufiday night with a furious
barrage of punches and then
wound up bouncing on the
canvas, the victim of a vicious
right-hand attack.
A series of terrific overhand
rights by the South African
suprised and stunned Spinks
as he was still trying to show
he was unaffected and un-
frightened by his opponent's
hammer-like punches.
"I asked the Lord to help me
in this Nsht, will want ,to
thank him," eoetzee id. "I
must tell the people the Lord
answered my prayers."
Spinks' defeat by a first-
round technical knockout
could mean a long period of
inactivity and little money.
But Coetzee's convincing win
made him the fourth South
African fighter to get a world
championship fight and,
possibly, the first ever to gain
a heavyweight title.
Coetzee will fight John Tate
of the United States in Sep-
tember for the World Boxing
Association crown expected to
be abandoned by Muhammad
Ali. The fight will probably be
in South Africa, according to
promoter Bob Arum.
Tate, who came here to see
who his next opponent would
be, said he was unimpressed
by the South African blitz.
However, he was one of the
few not impressed by the
awesome power of Coetzee,
who got a big boost from
reports that the championship
fight could be staged in South
Africa before a Frowd of
100,000 and a purse certainly
higher than the $105,000 he
Swim Team Opens
Season With Loss
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. --
Bowling Green ran to a 400-150
victory to.spoil the Murray-
Calloway Slim Team's
season opener Friday af-
ternoon.
The girls were paced by
Kelli . Thomas and Megan
Cappock, who each won two
events. Thomas took the
backstroke and butterfly
events in the 14-and-under
division, while Cappock Wok 8-
and-under victories in the
freestyle and breaststroke_
Other firsts included the 12-




Crawford in the 14-and-under
freestyle; and the 14-and-





freestyle relay team, com-
posed of Robert Perrin,
Robert Hopkins, Robbie
Marquardt and Chris
Franklin, won for the only
first place among the boys.
The team hosts Paducah
Saturday at 8:30 a.m. at the
City Park Pool.





Leather uppers with brass stud and
ring trim. No-slip, tire-tread sole.
Sizes 7 to 11
/




Heavy duty canvas uppers with stripe
trim, lull cushioned arch and insole
Skid resistant flexible rubber sole






1-11 Sac KING of VALUES
won in Monte Carlo.
"I was in good shape, but I
really did not expect this," the
victor said. "I thank Spinks
for having proved to myself
and to the world how good I
am."
After the fight, Spinks went
to his corner and started
crying. He locked himself in
his dressing room and refused
any interviews. Leaving the
dressing room, he declined to
answer any questions, saying
only: "I got beaten. What else
can I say."
He . added that all he
remembered of the final
seconds of the fight was an
overhand right.
Coetzee, little known in-
ternationally because he
fought all his previous bouts at
home, remained a mystery
because of his short per-
formance here. He has 15




the dressing room while 500
South Africans. who had
chanted the national anthem
before the fight, went crazy
over his victory.
"I am now thinking of
Tate," Coetzee said. "It would
be another difficult
engagement. I will train hard
as usual and again will pray to
the Lord to help me."
Sugar Ray Leonard feels he
may have proved a big point
with his impressive win over
Tony Chiaverini in . a
nationally televised super
welterweight contest in Las
Vegas — he not only has one of
the fastest punches, around




Leonard said Sunday after the
10-round fight at Caesars
Palace. -I'm pretty sure it's
been proved different today."
Leonard, one of the hottest
properties in boxing, took
command of the fight from the
first bell and never let up on
Chiaverini, the World Boxing
Council's sixth-ranked") con-
tender. Chiaverini, after,,. a
brutal beating in the fou?th
round, didn't answer the bell
forthe fifth and the win went
:.to Leonard as a TKO.
Wild Weekend
Post 73 Captures Two Of Three Contesti—
The weekend featured, in
order, an exhausting victory,
a come-from-behind triumph
and a disappointing loss. And
in the end, it meant two wins
in three tries for the Murray
American Legion baseball.
team.
Saturday, Post 73 record a
13-inning, 2-1 decision over
Murphysboro, Ill., then split a
doubleheader at Clarksville,
Tenn., yesterday, winning 4-3
before dropping a 2-0 result in
the nightcap.
Murray, 12-7, hosts Union
City Wednesday at 6 p.m. in a
twinbill that will mark the
first of 10 games in five days.
Thursday, Post 73 travels to
Paris before hosting Sikeston,
Mo., and Anna, Ill., to
doublsheaders Friday and
Saturday, respectively.
Murray will be at Union City
Sunday.
Brad Taylor limited Mur-
physboro to six hits and
fanned 12 over the first 10
innings of Saturday's
marathon, but Murray could
muster only one run during
that stretch.
In the second frame, Bruce
Taylor singled, advanced_on
Dean Cherry's hit and scored
a fielder's choice.
Righthander Scott Tucker
relieved Taylor in the llth and
held the visitors to a single hit.
Finally, in the 13th, shortstop
Jeff Jackson walked and went
to third when Murphysboro's
Randy Blume, who had been




Jackson broke for the plate
as Dean Cherry attempted to
bunt on the squeeze play. He
missed, but the ball got away
from catcher Don Johnson and
Jackson scored the winning
run.
Murray used the regulation
seven innings for heroics in
the first game yesterday, but
it needed a key hit by David
Mathis to accomplish them.
Trailing 3-2 heading into the
frame, Post 73 loaded the
bases with one out on two
errors and a hit batsman.
Mathis ripped a two-run single
to score David Stripling and
Tucker,- and lefthander Steve
McGowan, who recorded his
first victory in three tries.
subdued Clarksville in the
Affirmed's Victory
Is Record-Breaker
By the Associated Press
INGLEWOOD, Calif. —
Affirmed won the total respect
of everyone, including the
jockey trying to upset him, as
he became thoroughbred
racing's first $2-million horse.
Darrel McHargue, the
champion rider of 1978, had
Sirlad challenging the
champion horse of the same
year, but they lost by three-
quarters of a length in a
stretch duel Sunday in a time
just 1-5 second off the world
record in the Ps-mile, $500,000
Hollywood Gold Cup. 
McHargue made no excuses
for Sirlad and had nothing but
compliments for the winning
Affirmed as he said:
going to beat that horse. If you
go with him eye and eye like I
did or come from off of it, you
will not beat this horse.
"I think he will go down as
one of the greatest horses that
ever raced.-My horse ran itai
big, but look what happened
when it counted. My horse was
fresh and kept- digging_in, but
still was no match for the
winner."
Affirmed, the Triple Crown
winner a year ago, captured
the Gold Cup in 1:582-5 while
carrying the top weight of 132
pounds. Quack ran the race in
1:581-5 while carrying just 115
pounds in 1972 and set the
world mark for the classical
'There's no way anybody is—dist:a-nee, - -
Murray State University
Invites You To Attend This
1979
Summer Youth Program
to be held at the MSU horse farm
located on College Farm Road
July 9-13
Instruction will be given in Western
Horsmanship, Hunt Seat Equitation,
Showmanship at Halter, and Horse
Car.
2 Individual Sessions offered each day.
for-sore. information Arnaud the SW
Agriculture office at:
761-3319
bottom of the inning.
Murray scored single runs
in the second and fifth frames
on a sacrifice fly by Tucker
and a single by McGowan.
Righthander Alan Gibbs lost
his second straight game in
the nightcap, despite a
sparkling three-hit per-
formance that featured no
walks and 100strikouts.
At one point, Gibbs fanned
eight straight batters, but
after eighth one, Clarksville
suddenly touched him for
three hits and two runs in the
fifth inning that proved to be_
the winning ones. _
Murray managed just three
its, and only once — Bill
Wilson in the fifth — did a




Milerray Ledger & Times.
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Scott Tucker delivers a pitch in the 12th inning of Saturday's American Legion baseball
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Second baseball David Mathis chases a ground ball during Saturday's
 American Legion baseball game against Mur-
physboro, 111. at Ty Holland Stadium. Murray won in 13 innings.
Yankee Officials Insist
Jackson, Though Listed
On Waivers, Not For Sale
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON -
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — It has taken
less than a week for the New
York Yankees to once again
become a real-live soap opera,
something approximating the
so-called Bronx Zoo that
existed from Reggie
Jqcksori's arrival in 1977 to
13llly Martin's departure last
July.
;Martin, cowboy boots and
ail, is back in the saddle,
having replaced Bob Lemon ,--
tbe man who replaced him.
With the Yankees, it couldn't
bi any other way: already the
tin-lime world champions are
Caledin controversy.
Are the Yankees trying to
trade Reggie?
Has Reggie asked to be
traded?
Reggie and Billy ever
co-exist:4
.•—• Is George riding to the
rescue?
Will the morrow bring the
final parting, peace at last or
just one more in the never-
ending series of events that
wpuld ,make the most tur-
bulent soap opera seem dull
by comparison?
Taking the questions .in
order, the answers are maybe,
ingybe, maybe, maybe and
stay tuned.
Both Jackson and Yankee
officials declined to comment
Sunday on reports that the
sidelined slugger has asked to
be traded. And General
Manager Cedric Tallis said
that "no players have been
mentioned in any trades at
this point."
Meanwhile, Martin con-
tinued to make it a point to
praise Jackson, saying the
Yankees -need Reggie's bat
because Reggie's a great
player.- But Jackson, ob-
viously choosing his words
carefully, seemed down in the
duinps.
Asked if Jackson had
requested a trade, Tallis said,
"Anything of that nature is for
Reggie to answer."
Asked if he would trade
himself if Ile were general
manager, Jackson said, "With
all the unrest and discomfort,
I would have to analyze what's
best for the club. Does that get
me off the hook?"
Later, Jackson added:
-People say I'm not involved__
but I am. I can't help being
involied. I'll always be in-
volved. As long as I'm here,
I'll be involved. The only way!
Cannot be involved is if 'go -
someplace else."
The Yankees_ did confirm
that Jackson's name,- along
with six others, appeared on
the American League waiver
list last Tuesday. That was the
day Martin returned from 11
Lopez TakesKeystone
Event By 2-Shot Margin
Hershey, Pa. — Nancy
Lopez gave her husband. Tim
Melton, an anniversary
present Sunday.
Lopez, the LPGA tour's
leading money-winner, • won
the 8100,000 lady Keystone
LPGA Open by two shots at
Hershey Country Club's West
Course.
The Victory came one year
and one day after the couple's
first date during the 1978 Lady
Keystone.
Lopez scored a two-shot
triumph over Sally Little and
veteran Kathy Whitworth.
months in exile to resume the
managerial position he
vacated almost a year ago
after calling Jackson 'a born





learned the other Yankees on
whom waivers were asked
were center fielder Mickey
Rivers, veteran pitchers
Catfish Hunter and Jim Kaat,
long-time outfielder Roy
White, utility infielder Fred
Stanley and rookie :outfielder
Darryl Jones.
-.However, both' Tallis and
club President Al Rosen said
the waiver request was a
"routine" baseball maneuver.
The waiver period on the
seven Yankees expires at 2
p.m. EDT today and the club
then has 48 hours to withdraw
the name of any player whet is
claimed or send him to the








Lopez shot an even par-72 in
the final round and finished
with a 54-hole total of 212, four
under par on the demanding
6,398-yard layout.,
"I'm very happy to have
won it," Lopez said. "I have a
lot of good memories here. I
met Tim here, we had our first
home here. It will always be
special."
Lopez' victory did not come
without challenge. Am5. Alcott
and Betsy King along with
Whitworth were deadlocked






You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes n11
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We a;ways have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell chpoper.





Johnson Expected To Be
First Pick In NBA Draft
BY the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Some of the
players chosen during today's
National Basketball
Association college draft were
better known than others, but
virtually all of them were
familiar to at least one man —
Marty Blake, super-scout.
Blake, a former NBA
general manager, runs a
.scouting service that is
provided to all the leafue's
teams. Some of them relied
heavily on Blake's reports for
the draft, which got under way
at noon EDT, while others
used his information as a
supplement to their own
scouting reports.
Anyone can point to players
like Earvin "Magic" Johnson
of Michigan State or Bill
Cartwright of San Francisco
and see they are solid pro
prospects. Blake's job goes
beyond the obvious.
"Selecting the first eight or
10 players is no problem," the
Atlanta-based scout said. "We
seek to come up with 60 or 70
bona fide prospects who will
go in the first three'reoundSOf
the draft."
Blake and his staff begin
watching players in high





pers each year and then
following their progress
through college. Files are kept
on every college, major or
minor, as well as the junior
colleges. Blake also keeps
tabs on postseason tour-
naments and all-star games as
well as minor leagues and
even European ball.
Last month, Blake • sub-
mitted an 89-page evaluation
of 255 players, including
rankings of the top 36 guards,
30 forward and 10 centers.
Analytical reports were
provided on players with pro
potential, while others merely
received a rating of CNP —
can not play.
"There might be as many as
100 things to look for when
scouting a player, aQd you've
got to be able to judge him
quickly," said Blake.
"Piayers should-be able-to
shoot. Speed is a tremendous
asset. Quickness, jumping
ability and competitiveness
are important. Desire is an
intangible you look fiir.-Some
players make up with desire
for skills they may not -haste"—
Blake, 52, first got'involved
with pro basketball at the age
of 12 as official scorer for








League. He became publicity
director of the NBA's Hawks,
then based in Milwaukee, in
1954 and served as the team's
general manager for 15 years.
He also served as president of
the Pittsburgh Condors of the
American Basketball
Association before developing
his unique scouting service.
Of the collegians who were
available today, Blake put a
special value on Cartwright,
the 7-footer from San Fran-
cisco who is the most prized of
basketball commodities, a
quality center.
Despite the presence of
Cartwright and such out-
standing guards as Jotuison
and Sidney Moncrief of
Arkansas, Blake and other
scouts agreed that position- '
wise, there were more quality
forwards available than
anything else
Los Angeles opened the
draft, having obtained the No.
1 pick from the Jazz several
years ago as compensation for
the Jazz' signing of Gail
Goodrich. The Lakers an-
nounced last month that they
planned to pick Johnson, and
later said they had agreed to
contract terms with the 6-foot-
8 guard who led Michigan
State to the NCAA title.
Hanauer Captures Boat
Race In Hydrofair Event
By the Associated Press
OWENSBORO, Ky. — Chip
Heauer's Lauterbach Special
averaged 99.938 mph to win
the Kentucky Governor's Cup
-race, the foature boat race tri,_
this Ohio River city's annual
Hydrof air.
Hanauer, 26, of Seattle, won
both of his three-lap qualifying
heats before winning Sunday's
final over seven other starters
in the five-lap test on the 1.78
mile Ohio River course.
Hanauer took the lead fat
good on the first turn Orthf--
opening lap, holding off a
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• Drain and replace' transmission
fluid • Install new pan gasket •
Replace transmission filter. when
equipped • Adjust linkage and
bands, where.applicable • Most
U S cars some Imports
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needed
Add $300 for whitewall.
SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
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fls Store Ilaasmor Robert I. Rudolph, Jr.
Murray, Ky. Goodyear Service Store
Store lows: a.m. 00511 1 p.m. lloa.-Sat.
















































34 a 540 44
34 30 131 5
36 33 522 54
33 31 519 6
26 37 413 - 12.: •
WEET
44 20 603 -
37 13 53 Si.
35 .116 493 8
32 41 436 12




Atlanta 7. las Angeles 3
San Francisco S. Cincinnati 2
Montreal 3, Philack•Iphia 0
Chicago 4. {Pittsburgh 3
New York at St. Louis, ppd rain
Houston 3. San Diego 2
Samtay's Genies
(Imago 5, Pittsburgh 0
Ptuladeiphia 5. Montreal 2
Cincimuiti II San Francisco
New York 6. St Louts'?
Houston 4. San [sego 1
Atlanta 4, Ion Angeles 2
Monday'. Games
Philadelphui .Cartton $73 at Chicago
'lamp 5-31
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 54 and Rooker
211 at New York (Swan 74 and Falcone
954 It-n I
Clnetniudi !Seaver 4-5 and laCoss 1-1.
41110103On Richard 6-6 and NICIT111111 2.
2..n.
Montreal !Schatteder 2-1 at St lows
, Fulgham 1-0i, in preceded &yr rani-
{sleben of suspended dame
San Diego Perry 74) at Loa Angeles
r Sutcliffe 741, in)




W L Pet GB
Raltunore 47 23 671 --
Boston 44 25 6311 24
Milwaukee 41 31 MO 7
New N'ork 39 33 .$42 9
Detron n 35 476 13'•
tleseland 32 37 464 14',1
Toronto 23 51. 311 21
*psi'
California 42 32 568
Kansas City 39 33 542 2
'texas 39 33 542 2
Minnesota 36 32 53 3
Chicago 32 39 451 8',
Seattle 31 43 419 11
1./iikland 22 52 297 20
Saturday's Games
Boston 4. Toronto 3, II umings
Minnesota 6, Chicago 1
Texas 8. Oakland 5. 10 wrongs
Baltimore 84, Detroit 64
New 'York 6. (leveland 5. 10 innings
Kansas City 13, Caldornia 4
Seattle I. Milwaukee 3
Sunday's Games
Minnesota 4.7. Chicago 1-1
!triton 6, Baltimore 4
Boston 8. Toronto 4
Nelb V11116 8. Cleveland 2
Texas 5-7, Oakland 1-2
Kansas City S. California 2
Milwaukee 7. Seattle 4. 12 truungs
Monday's Games
Cleveland ,Gadand 3-71 at Baltimore
'Stone 4-61,





Sew. York at Toronto.
Boston at Detroit.. n.
Milwaukee at Minnesota
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Cherry. In 2 1 0 0
Gibtis. rf 2 1 2 0
If 3 1 1 0
Tucirer,3b 3 1 0 1
McGowan. p 2 0 I 1
Denham, If 0 0 0 0
totals 35484
Clksslle 35 3 -5 3
Murray 010 010 2 1 8 2
(larks 100 200 1) 3 5 2
Murray Pltebnig
- -  er h 13b 
-McGowan 6 3 3 4. 3 0
Tucker 1 0 0 1 0 1






































after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your 'lastest, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family..
be Ostia* for your call. _
WelcOme If agon
' Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Murray Swim Team Results
BAJN S ENTS
Medley Relay
under nat. Russ McCutchron. Matt
Shipwasti, Tripp his. Brian Shell
l0 under - 2nd, Brian Knxan, Don
Bruck. Kenny Hainsworth. Dana Arm
strong
12 wider 2nd ('tins Franklin. Robbie-
Marquardt. Hubert Hopkins Robert
Perrin
14 under 2nd, Robert Hopkins, Robbie
Marquardt Junin,. Kelly. Robert Perrin
Freestyle
12 wider - 2nd. Robbie Marquardt
Sackstrake
12 under - 3rd, Marquardt
ledhidual Medley
12 under - 3rd Marquardt.
14 under 3rd Kelly
Breastroke
8 under - 3rd Shipwash
Freestyle Relay
8 under 2ricl. McCutcheon, Shen, Nix,
Shipwash
10 under - 2nd. Hairisworth, Brock,
Armstrong. Krizan
12 under -- 1st, Perrtn. Hopkins
Maquardt, Franklin.




under 2nd. Megan Cappock, Christy
Watson. Ion Payne, Holly Brown.
10 wider - 2pd, Shannon Christopher,
Mary Jo Simmons, Do Marquardt. Laura
Farris.
12 under - 1st, Margy Burchfield. Lisa
Farris, Leslie Franklin. Vonme Hays. 3rd,
Klui Greene. Belton Brock, Mel Jackson.
Laura Farris
14 under -- 2nd, Caroline Sc-hoenteldt.
Kell!. Thomas, Missy Conner, Kelli
- -Grawfoml.
'• Freestyle
8 under - 1st. Cappock
10 under - 3rd, Farris. .
12 under - Yid. Farris
14 under. -- 1st, Crawford.
!veil - 2nd, Lori Sclumbacket. 3rd
41(1111133 14111fIr
Rackstrali
under 2nd, Cappock 3rd, Holly
Brown
10 under 3rd, Farris
• 12 under 3rd, Hays
14 under - 1st, Thomas: 2nd, Conner
ledIvIdusl Medley
8 under - 3rd, Cappock
12 under - 3rd, Burchfield
14 under - 3rd. Thomas
Breaststroke
8 under - Id. Cappock. 3rd, .
12 under - Ind, Burchfield; 3rd. rams
14 wider - 3rd. Sehoenfeldt.
Open 2nd. Burchfield. 3rd, Greene
Butterfly
under - 2nd. Cappock. 3rd, Brown
10 under -• 3rd. Farris
12 wider - 2nd, Franklin, 3rd, Bur-
chfield
14 under - 1st. Thomas, 2nd, Conner
Freestyle Relay
8 under - 2nd. Cappock. Brown. Watson,
Payne
10 under -- 2nd. Marquardt. Earns,
Simmons, Christopher
12 under 2nd. Burchfield, Hays,
Franklin, Farris
14 under 1st, Conner, Thomas,
Crawford. Schoenfeldt, 3rd, Farris, Sheri
Viddity. Schanbacher, Stacey Gray.
---Opin .2nd. Thomas. Greene, Conner,
Schanbacher, 3rd. Hays. Brock, Kim
Greene. Burchfiekl
Rodgers Upset
By the Associated Press
NEWTON, Mass. i AP) --
Greg Meyer handed Bill
Rodgers his first loss since
. April by winning a 10,000-
meter, road race in Amateur
Athletic 'Union record time.
Meyer raced the distance in 28
minutes, 24 seconds, breaking









Tony's one of our regulars...and if he
says our spaghetti tastes like the
spaghetti his mother used to make
in Naples, well, who's going to







The way Larry Christenson
has been pitching this year,
he'd rather talk about his
hitting.
Actually, he's been doing
more than just talking about
it.
One of baseball's hardest-
hitting hurlers, Christenson
belted a home run and two
doubles Sunday to help the
Philadelphia Phillies beat the
Montreal Expos 5-2. '
"I've been going into a
game thinking about my
hitting to keep from em-
barrassing myself," said
Christenson, off to an
inauspicious start.
Christenson's batting
average currently is .474 and
includes a home run, triple
and three doubles this year.
Those are glittering figures
compared to his pitching
statistics, which include a 2-5
record and 4625 earned run
average in his injury-plagued
season.
The victobc-by---tho._way,
spelled the first time that the
Phillies had beaten the high-
. lying Expos in nine tries this
-season.
- In other National League
games, the Houston Astros
beat the Sanpiego Padres 4-1;
the "New Tork-Tlieti-defeated
the St. Louis Cardinals 6-2; the
Cincinnati Reds trimmed the
San Francisco Giants 8-7; the
Chicago Cubs blanked the
Pittsburgh Pirates 5-0 and the
Atlanta Braves defeated the
Los Angeles Dodgers 4-2.
The Expos _nicked
<, Christenson for a fourth-
inning run on Tommy Hutton's
RBI single and another in the
sixth on a run-scoring double
by Larry Parrish i The right-
hander yielded eight hits in six.
innings before getting relief
help from Tug McGraw.
"It's as close to a 'must' win
as you can get in the month of
July,- said. Philadelphia
shortstop Larry Bowa, whose
defending NI. East champions
are currently floundering in
fourth place, just three games
over .500 and 51/2 games
behind the Expos.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Horace Greeley would be
proud of the Texas Rangers
and Kansas City Royals. Both
teams followed Greeley's
advice to "Go West, /ow*
man," and wound up right in
the middle of a pennant
The Rangers captur,a,
double-header in Oakltull
Sunday 5-1 and 7-2 to move
within two games of first-
place California in the
American League West.
Which Is exactly where the
Royals are after sweeping
three games from the Angels,
the last one Sunday by a 5-2
SCOTe.
Just one game behind the
Royals and Rangers are the
Minnesota Twins, who stayed
in the Midwest to sweep four
games in Chicago. Minnesota
took a pair from the White Sox
Sunday, 4-3 and 7-1.
In other American League
games, Detroit snapped
Baltimore's nine-game win
skein, 6-4; Boston won its fifth
din a row, 8-4 over Toronto;
New York beat Cleveland 8-2,
and Milwaukee outlasted
Seattle 7-4 in 12 innings.
Texas got solid pitching
from former A's John Henry
Johnson, acquired earlier this
Trevino Boosts Career
Earnings With Canadian
OAKVILLE, Ont. - Lee ___39,who. joineCIACILNickla 115
Trevino, a $2 million winner
with his Canadian Open
victory over struggling Tom
Watson, now has another goal.
"Yeah, I knew a win would
put me past $2 million (in
career earnings)," Trevino
after Waignirt collapse 
hadopened the gates-tor Lee's
drive to his third Canadian
national title.
"Now I'm going for $3
million. There's always a
goal, always something else to
try for." he said.
_ . 1.1 "play hard, full-time, for
another four or five years and
then slack off," said Trevino,
as the only men in the game to
go past $2 million in official
winnings. The $63,000 he
collected from the total purse
of $350,000 pushed his career
total to $2,024,563.
--And the wheels came.offlos-
Watson this sunny, Windy day.
He blew his 3-stroke lead with
a triple-bogey 6 from the
water on the third hole and
then settled the issue with the
three consecutive bogey
beginning when he missed the
green on the 12th and ending




Murray's largest inventory of trophies and plaques
at discount prices
'Specialized Engraving•
month,. and Doc Medich, in
subduing Oakland. Johnson, 4-
8. won his second straight
game for the Rangers,
throwing seven strong innings
in the opener.
Oakland's Matt Keough has
been coming away with
nothing all season. He lost his
ninth in a row. this season and
is 2-20 since making the All-
Star team last year.
Medich gave up six hits in
seven innings in the nightcap
before Sparky Lyle and Jim
Kern relieved. John Ellis hit a
three-run homer for Texas in
the opener and Pat Putnam
did the same in the second
game
Royals 5, Angels 2
Kansas City rode the
threehit pitching of Dennis
Leonard and a two-run homey
by George Brett to the victory
that tightened the AL West
even further. Leonard, 5-4.
had missed five starts with an
inflamed elbow. He was in
control throughout except for
a two-run homer by Willie
Aikens.
‘14/14
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The talk has been good for Kentucky's
coal industry. Presidents Nixon, Ford
and Carter have all called for the United
States to increase the use of coal, our
most abundant natural energy resource.
The talk has been good for Kentucky,
but the actions have not. Rather than
see dramatic increases in coal produc-
tion to offset the need to import more
expensive oil, we have seen little in-the
way of leadership from Washington.
America needs a national energy
policy, a policy that wilt give our nation a
sense of energy direction. In this time of
renewed energy concern, we need
action and not talk.
Washington's inability to move on the
question of a national energy policy,
coupled with new laws and regulations
that further restrict the mining and use
of coal, is being felt in Kentucky in terms
of coal people out of work, coal people
working short weeks and coal people
concerned about their future.
-
-'• • f. sty Yiel144 --- air _413".
•
And as coal's ability to grow in
Kentucky diminishes, the growth of the
tax contribution made by coal through
the severance, sales and income taxes
slows.
The Kentucky Coal Association feels
it is time for Washington to bite the
bullet and make :some solid decisions
about America's energy future. America
must turrr-to- coal -and -use-this-natural-
energy resource wisely. When this
happens, it will be good for America and
good for Kentucky. But the KCA
wonders how long it will be before
Washington awakens to the fact that
coal can also be America's Ace in the
Hole.
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Field Day Set At UK's
Western Substation
' A field day covering crops,
livestock and horticulture will





The all-day event will
feature research and
demonstration work going on
at the substation. A number of






will be on hand.
Lloyd Murdock, Extension
soils specialist and field day
.chairman, said that in-
formation will be served
cafeteria style. Field day
visitors will be able to select
the tours that are of most
interest to them.
Crop production emphasis
sill be on corn., soybeans and
tobacco. Forages will'obe in-
cluded in the beef cattle tours,
while swine production will be
featured on nother tour.
Fruit production will be
highlighted in the horticulture
program of the field day.
A Consurrur Tip
from E tension Spfx.ali fill at
tha UK Coliaga of Agr.cultura
Boiling root and tuber
vegetables (carrots, sweet
potatoes, potatoes) in their
skins retains more vitamins
and minerals than cooking
these vegetables pared and
cut, say Extension food and
nutrition specialists, with




Local farmers now have available an ex-
cellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same com-
pany that handles the group insurance for
many local fins - such as: -





Freed Cothem Co Int.




Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-753-4179
















RECEIVE STATE FARMER DEGREES — Ten members of the Calloway County Chapter
of Future Farmers of America received the State farmer Degree on June 8 in louisvile
at the 50th annual State FFA Convention. This is the highest degree that a member
may receive in the State Association. The degree is based on farm experience
programs, leadership activities and FFA participation. Members pictured from left are:
Kenny Erwin, Dave Watson, Barrv Canter, Shane Lassiter Steve Enoch, Jimmy Joe Hale,
Mickey Overbey Terry Lynn Paschall and Ricky Cunningham. Not pictured is Keith--
Wicker.
Disposal Of Dead Livestock
Poses A Potential Problem
For the first time in more
than a quarter of a century,
—the disposal of dead lives** -
by farmers is becorniza*.
potential problem, creating
possible threats to both public
and animal health.
Paul D. Warner, Extension
specialist in Community
development in the University
of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, says the potential
problem has been created
because of changes in the
situation of processors who
use dead animals to produce
dog laod meat ancatallow.
'Fol• the past 30 years,
Kentucky's farmers and the
operators of. animal
processing plants have
worked together to help each
other.:' notes Warner.
"By law, the farmer is
required to dispose of dead
animals within 48 hours of
death. So farmers have called
the plants when their animals
died and the plant operators
pickecl up the dead animals
free of charge if the farmer
would haul them up to the
road," he explains.
However, unforeseen dif-
ficulties have arisen, ac-
cording to the rural
sociologist.
Warner says Kentucky's
last two severe winters have
caused problems for farmers
and processors alike. •
Last year during January,
February and March over
70,000 farm animals died from
causes directly related to the
inclement weather, according
to state Department of
Agriculture figures. The
ground was frozen so it was





... With full ser% ice
banking! vhn could
resist having all the
financial er% ices right
tiodee rine roof? it's so
4:444ivertient... an4.1:tiostt.'.
saving!' V-nti4 -











end Danny Ross Phone 7534489
The processing plants
picked up as many animals as
they could, but with sueh
considerable volume, oT
the carcasses were useless.
So, facing the possibility of
another severe winter, plus
higher operating costs and a
decreased demand for "wet"
dog food, the processing plant
operators say they -can no.
longer afford free pickups,
they have advised the
departrnent. • 
All four procesaing in-
lustries which pick up car-
casses in Kentucky have
notified the state Department
of Agriculture the servire will.
be continued only on a fee
basis that could go as high as
$20 per head.
The question Warner poseas
is: "Will Kentucky's farmeri
be willing or able to pay the
pickup fee"
"If the farmers are either
unwilling or unable to pay and
simply haul the animals to a
.back lot to rot, they will soon'
s find they have created threats
to both public and animal
health and the environment, ti
say nothing of the nuisance
created by the odor," warns
the sociologist. .„
a -Ara possfble alten—la
recommends -Tor con-
sideration an arrangement in
Christian and Todd counties.
Since 1973 those counties
have contracted with an
operator to provide dead
livestock pick-up service for
the farmers in those counties.
Eifel) county pays for the
service with general fund
monies, based on projected
livestock death rates.
A farmer with a dead
animal calls the county
Extension office and the
processing plant driver goes
by the Extension office for
information on daily pickups.
"The program was
evaluated in 1975..and it was
recommended .that it be
continued without change,"
reports Warner. He adds that
all parties concerned seem to
be satisfied with the program
and convinced it is serving an




Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
"Vniversity of Kentucky College of Agriculture
"There was a little rho..
whose head was always
bobbin', who remarked as he,
gobbled up a worm, I have
eaten all his brothers ari
ninety-seven others. but,
Golly! how they tickle when
they squirm."
it would be vela ra,e,
indeed, if robins and, the
other birds around the planta-
tiora.could take care of all "if
—plant pestsabut unfortunately
this is not the case. Buda help
in the control of some
insects, but other controls
namely insecticides, mast be
utilized to do a good job
The subject of trAto
control is often bewilderag.




which to use to keep hteaes
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worms from perforating the
cabbage. aphids from sucking
all the juice from the
mustard, and such, is almost
enough to drive a person
mad. But. according. to Rudy
Scheibner, 'Exiension ento-
mologist with UK's College of
Agriculture, • such shouldn't
be the case. When practiced
as a prevetive measure,
insect control' is relatively
simple. Identification and an
understanding of the insect.ot_..
insects causing the problem
will make easy the selection
of the controls
Insect injury to plants
results mostly from the
critter's attempt to secure
food. Some insects are most
destructive in adult stages,
others in -larval, or worm
stages. Feeding habits gener-
ally determine the • type of
insecticide to use.
Chewing or biting insects,
which get their nourishment
by eating plant, flower or
fruit, can be controlled with
stomach poisons dusted or
sprayed on the foliage. The
pests are killed when they eat
the poison. In this class of
insects are beetles, cater-




All Calloway County far-
mers are reminded that they
need to report 1979 acreages of
spring seeded grain crops and
dark type(s) tobacco to the
county ASCS office by July 15,
jgaa 0. I,. Cain, chairperson,
Calloway County ASCS
Committee said today
• Cain stated that farmers
who are participating in the
• 1979 Wheat-Feet-. -Grain
will` alio itteed to'-'-
report on acreages set aside -or
.diverted from production of
1979 grain crops v.
Cain also emphasized that it
is important for all farms to
report since the crop acreage -
will (*considered to be zero if
nO acreage report is filed\
Remodeling The Kitchen?




Plan for More Space,
Consider Convenient
Applianoes.
When planning a kitchen
renovation, look to new ways
with space and convenient
appliances which help save
time. Check on easy-care
features to cut down on
cleanup time. Cheerful colors
create a warm, relaxed at-
mosphere.
Ceiling-high, above counter
cabinets conceal seldom used
items on uppermost shelves. A
variety of pull-out, swing out
and revolving shelves can be
bailt into cabinets.
A two-or-three-bowl sink is a
boom to food preparation and
dishwashing. Choose stainless
steel or enamel sinks which
comes in a variety of shades.
An instv4 hot water device
installed with the sink faucet
saves the time and cost of
heating water if water heater
is located a- distance from
kitchen.
Most desirable is an
automatic dishwasher. Not
only is it a timesaver, bat
dishes are washed at higher
temperatures than in hand
washing. A food waste
disposer and a trash com-
pactor are helpful, too A
disposer collects and grtnds
food scraps A compactor
compresses about a week's
worth of trash into a Pa' cube.
Plan counter space for
convenient use of small ap-
pliances and be sure to en-
elude enough electrical
outlets. Check magazines and
store displays for other ideas
to incorporate in a kitchen
remodeling job. Choose those
appliances which are
necessary or will prove most
helpful. And, don't forget to
give attention to good lighting.
We get our best Ideas from you.
If you designed your
own round baler,
it might look a lot




Because the Bale King has the advantages you re looking for Like the.
fixed-pos-rtion-bale-cheinber that makes a better bale -one=thats soft in
I thescerrtet-bravichritygeoef-tnteng charactenstics-amtitugher
resistance. Andi;K;isitive easy-start bale forming in' at crops that saves
quality cropS, Yet its tightly wrapped outside for stability,and weather
you !me and helps you get more baling done
Its also a one-man system that bales ub to 15 bales an-hour of hay
straw, grass. corn stalks or other crop residue- -
Bale King the fast. efficient one-man way to bale
We'd like to know what you think of our Bale King Now s. your
chance to tell us
What crops do you bale?
O Hay 0-Straw LI Grass. 0 Corn Stalks
O Other _
What are the biggest problems you have in making round
bales?
What sile bales do you make?
Li Large round ,1100 1800 ;b ) 0 Small round 70(e4f00 lb )
O Larne square 0 Small square
Our baler has a- fixed-position bale chamber that makes a
neat. clean bale with a soft inner core and a weather resistant
outer shell: Is this important to you?
7 VVI-
Our positive, easy-start bale-forming in all crops, keeps you
moving and saves you time. Is this important.
O Yes No Why?
What is the one improvement you'd most like to see in the
next generation of round balers?
Thanks foranswering our questions Bring in this questioCnaire and
.well give you a free cap to show our appreciation'





































FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A random _sampling by The
Associated Press and member
newspapers of educators,
parents and students indicates
momentum is growing in
Kentucky for a crackdown on
school discipline.
There have been calls for
tougher disciplinary stan-
dards by school boards, and
both teachers and students
protested this past school year








and citizens said that
discipline must . be a joint
venture between the schools
and parents.
"I believe the solution to
discipline problems is a stable




—A-Llteett-,County grand jury,' -
in a report to Circuit Judge
James Chenault, said in
March that it found a drug
problem at George Rogers
Clerk High School and
recommended ways to deal
with it.
.In __conclusion, the grand .
jury !Kited, - "It is wellto
realize however that no
matter what school officials
do concerning drugs there is
no solution to the problem
without public-parent
cooperation.
"In an age of permissive
tolerence of children
misconduct, parents need to
strengthen the home influence
against drugs and cooperate
more with officials trying to
solve .the problem," the grand'
jury said.
Educators agree that
students causing problems are
a small portion of the student
body.
"Three to 4 percent cause
all of the problems," Graham
said.
Day iess County School
Superintendent George
Overstreet said it is a common
myth that "the typical student
in school today is a bad
student and that discipline is
non-existent.- •.
The thing people misun-
derstand is that the vast
majority of our students do
follow the rules," Overstreet
said.
The state . Department of
"Education is helping local
school districts develop
alternative education
programs that deal with
problem children on a one-on-
one basis. -
"We are dealing with trying
to help schools' better address
the behaviOr problems they
have," said David Jackson, -
-head of the alternative
education program in the
Education Departmerit.
Jackson said his dkvlsion
also is trying to fight the 'drop-
out problem and to help e
public understand that "while
discipline might involve




workshop which began today
at Pennryile Forest for 40





are experts in such programs
will work with the teachers.
"We are trying to help find
alternatives to suspension,"
Jackson said. -
He said this often means
developing an individual
academic program for a
problem _child to work with on










suspensions were down about
7 percent during the 1978-79
school year at schools using
the program, while schools
that did not use it showed only
a slight decline.
The Jefferson County school
board has voted to seek ad-
ditional federal aid to expand
the anti-suspension program.
"It does seem silly to keep a
child out of school as punish-
ment because he hasn't been




Ford Calls For Standby
Plan Of Rationing Fuel
If Situation Continues
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. Wendell kerd, D-Ky., has
called for a Andby plan for
rationing of diesel fuel if
'resent Shortages and high
prices continue.
In a statement issued here,
Ford said that he would-call on
Carter administration energy
officials today to develop such
a contingency plan.
Deputy Energy Secretary
John O'Leary was scheduled
te testify on the diesel
situation today at a meeting of
the Senate Energy Com-
mittee, of which Ford is a
member.
"This plan is many months
overdue, and it may be the
only remaining alternative
that can stablize the present
situation, which is on the
verge of becoming out of
control," Ford said.
lorin Case the current
situation fails to improve, we
must have a rationing plan
based on historical use to
bring stability to the
marketplace and guarantee
that all diesel uters receive a
fair share of existing sup-
plies," he said.
Ford said that the current
response to the shortages has
been inadequate and only
added to confusion which has
left farmers, truck drivers
and other diesel users un-
certain of adequate supplies
from one day to the next.
"All that has been done so
far, is a series of disjointed
steps which involve the
shifting of fuel priority from
one group to another, and then
still another," Ford said. "No
wonder there is widespread
confusion and uncertainty."
Ford criticized the ad-
ministration's decision Friday
to eliminate the present diesel
allocation priority for
agricultural needs.
"The decision went too far,"
Ford said. "It should have,
been modified to take into
account the harvesting and
irrigation requirements which
are right' upon farmers in
many parts of the country.
These farmers must have
sufficient fuel or they will lose
their crops."
"I realize that the action
was aimed at making more
diesel available to truckers,
but this continued juggling of
supplies just makes the
overall picture worse. I don't
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more than the next fellow, but
we've got to 'bring an end to
the acute shortages, disorder
and panic which now are
rampant," Ford-said_ -- 
Spelling Weak Area For Some Students
By HERBEDIT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Initial results from com-
petency tests given students in
Jour grades last spring in-
dicate Spelling is a weak area
for some Kentucky students.
Don Van Fleet, director of
research and planning in the
state Department of
Education, said spelling
problems stood out among
students in 3rd and 10th
grades.
Van Fleet said students
apparently did not have as
many problems as expected
with math computation and
vocabulary.
More than, 200,000 students
in third, fifth, seventh and 10th
grades were given stan-
dardized achievement tests in
five basic learning areas
under a 1978 state law that
also requires remedial
programs to be established for
those with problems.
The students were tested on
ma lang_uage,  reading,
spelling and learning skills.
Van. Fleet said the resits
from the 10th and d'Erd
grades, inclpding a listing of
those students falling below
the cutoff point in one or more
areas, have already been
returned to the 181 local school -
districts.
Oe said the tests in the other
two grades also have been
processed by his office and
should be mailed to the local
districts by July 1. The
statewide results probably
will be officially released in
mid July, he said.
Van Fleet said initial
screening of 10th and third
grade results indicated that
about 20 percent of, the
students statewide will fall
below the cutoff point.
Van Fleet cautioned that his
initial assessment was based
on his own informal screening
of the results. However, he
said that spelling did stand out
enough to indicate it will be an
area of concern.
"It consistently was one
problem area," he said.
He said the informal
screening also indicated a
wide range of differences
among school districts, which
had been anticipated. He said
there were .two small in-
dependent districts in which
no students InibelOth and—
third grades fell below the
cutoff point.
Van Fleet said that overall,
it appeared that the students
will do better than in the
previous year when the test
was given on a voluntary basis
in many school districts.
Van Fleet said he was
satisified with the use of the
standardized Comprehensive
Tests of Basic Skills, although
his agency is working to
develop a special test for
Kentucky.
He said there were few
complaints about the test,
with most concerns being
expressed about the
development of the remedial
programs.
cutoff point are to be further
screened this fall and given
extra help in their areas of
weakness.
There were complaints by
local school officials during
the 1978 General Assembly
that insufficient funds were




for instruction, said she thinks
most districts are taking the




LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Striking employees at the
Ralston Purina Co. soybean
plant here ratified a three-
year contract Saturday, en-
ding their 13-week-old
walkout.
The employees will return to
work Monday, according- to 
CharlesD. Chapman, business
agent for, the 110-member
Chemical Workers Union
Local 604.
Chapman said the contract
was approved by a -sub-
, sta eclat, UilLL. _ 
previous proposals had been
defeated.
The new contract provides
for pay increases of 9 percent
the first year, 8.3 percent the
second year and 1.5 percent
the third year, as well as more




Scott Carpenter completed a
threeorbit flight in a space
capsule in 1962.
She said more than 80 school
districts have requested help







A Jefferson County grand jury
has subpoenaed 78 current and
former Ford Motor Co. em-
ployees to appear in con-
nection with an investigation
of a chiropracttor.
Ted Pappas, the assistant
commoewealth's attorney
conducting the investigation,
confirmed Friday that all of
the witnesses have been
treated by a chiropractor and
subsequently received
disability benefits from Ford.
Another source familiar
with the investigation told a
Louisville newspaper that
grand jurors are investigateig
whether the employees
received sickpay beneffts
when they were not ill.
The grand jury has returned
no indictments in the case.
and Pappas has declined ;to










Powerful Realistic Stereo Receiver
with Auto-Magic° FM Fine-Tuning
• STA-85 Receiver with Auto-Magic
that Fine-Tunes Any FM Station
and Automatically Locks it In
and Monitors the Signal for
Cleanest Sound
• 35 watts min. RMS per channel
at 8 ohms. 20-20,000 Hz, 0.300
total harmonic distortion




HANG( II MUST STORES
-'4611111100,
Save Even More! Complete Hi-Fi Systems Featuring
- Our STA-85 Receiver!
System Also Includes:











Superq Hi-Fl • Big 25"
High Speakers • Our Best
Belt-Drive Changer
System Also Includes:
• Two MC-1400 Bass-Reflex
2-Way Speaker Systems
with 8" Woofer and 4'4"
Tweeter
• LAB-53 Record Changer,
Base. Dust Cover,
Magnetic Cartridge
Component Stereo on a
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NAACP To Discuss Reverse
Discrimination, KKK Upswing
By DENISE M. HOLT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
A resurgence of the Ku Klux
Klan, school desegregation
and a reverse discrimination
case pending before the U.S.
Supreme Court will be the
main topics of the NAACP as
it meets this week for its 70th
annual convention.
More than 3,300 delegates
and up to 10,000 others were
expected to attend the
NAACP's five-day gathering
to discuss problems facing
blacks in 1979.
Among prominent persons
speaking to the convention or
serving on panels are Vice
President Walter Mondale,.
Georgia State Sen. Julian
Bond, New Orleans Mayor
Ernest Morial and comedian-
social activist Dick Gregory.
The keynote speech will be
delivered tonight by Margaret
Bush Wilson, chairwoman of
the NAACP Board sif Direc-
tors. On Tuesday, Mondale
will appear, with Bond slated
for Wednesday, Gregory on
Thursday and Mori& set for
Friday.
-Also on Tuesday., the
NAACP will present its-
highest honor, the Spingarn
Medal, to Rosa Parks,
heralded as the mother of the
civil rights movement.
In 1955. Mrs. Parks refused
to relinquish her seat on a
Montgomery, Ala., -bus to a
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43 At this place
CIVITANS HONORED — At the June 21st meeting ot the Murray Cibitan Club, tour
members were presented with Super Sales awards. They were, left to righ4, J. H. Nix,
Hilda Whitnell, Hoyt Roberts, and Relmon Wilson. The plaques were in recognition of
selling the most of a Civitan product which produced income for financing local ser-
vice projects. Elbert Thomason explained pLans for the operation of the Civitan Booth
at the upcoming Murray-Calloway County Fair in July.
Carter Discusses New Energy
Ideas With Japan's Leader
stance" as the United States
and Japan.
- In his toast Carter echoed
that, saying "I doubt that
there has ever been two
countries so,. different.. but
still bound so closely
The same thing might world energy problem today 'Canada and Italy. together."
ppen--in- the prime- maffisee The-- offivials_ said_ _Carter said the economic
Weber, Hooks says. Weber, Masayoshi Ohira. Carter an Ohira spent more44 Journey
45 also white, is suing Kaiser Carter and Ohira publicly than half their time talking Pronoun
47 Mountain on Aluminum & Chemical Corp. described U.S.-Japanese about energy and its impact
Crete in New Orleans for similar relations as uniquely close, on poor nations.
49 Lair alleged reverse but apparently reached no They also talked about ways
50. Goal discrimination. agreement on energy in their to ease the plight of thousands
53 Tellurium "If it's an adverse decision, nearly two-hour private of refugees fleeing Vietnam,.symbol
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jail. A successful boycott of
the bus system, headed by c,
young Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr., led to desegregation
laws across the South.
NAACP Director Benjamin
Hooks will also speak Friday
night. In a recent intervio+
with the Assticiatedt Press,
Hooks said recent clashes
between blacks and the Ku
Klux Klan in Alabama have
triggered concern by the
nation's oldest civil rights
organization that the progress
of race relations in the U.S. is
taking a backward swing.
"There's no question in my
mind that there's been a
significant slowing," Hooks
says of racial progess. -4n
fact, we've gone backward."
Hooks says the courts are
taking a Mitch more con-
servative via of issues like
school desegregatiop and
affirmative action programs.
—At first-yoo -only- had to
prove there was segregation,"
he said; of court4.irdered in-
tegration efforts. "Now the
cOurts_say, 'There may be
seregation, but is in-
tentional?"'
aLso_. pointecU9 the
Bakke decision, in which the -By FRANK CORMIER The sources said the two
high court ruled last year in Associated Press Writer hope instead to reach a con-
favor of Allan Bakke, a white -TOKYO AP) - President sensus on proposals when they
medical school aspirant who Carter, his wife and daughter get together Thursday for a
claimed his application had both bedridden with al two-day economic summit
been rejected, because of his stomach virus, discussed new- -- with the leaders of France,
race. ideas for dealing with the Britain, West Germany,
I.
 sot
thing," he said. American sources, who - consultative group • of
asked not to be identified, said American and Japanese
the two made no -attempt io-----businessmen and fintnciers to




Carter and Ohira both said
the United States and Japan
have the closest relations in
history of any two nations so
different in culture and
background.
Carter went so far as to say
the two peoples didn't act
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WHEN HE RUNS OUT
OF Bu LLET5,„ THEY'LL
FINISH HIM IF ANY














Carter and Ohira made their
remarks during an exchange
of toasts following a business
session and a formal luncheon
today.
Earlier. Carter was





gorous, ging and. 
,
swimming before the statt of
official functions.
He later Raid an afternoon
visit to the Meiji shrine, and
wrote in the guest book:
"Jimmy Carter — for peace
and friendship among all
people."
But wife Rosalynn and
daughtef Amy, 11, both took to
bed and cancelled —public
appearances because of a
stomach virus.
They apparently caught the
virus in Washington from
Carter's daughter-in-law Judy
and two grandchildren, who
_had been visiting at the White
House.
The relatives "were suf-
fering from a similar virus
when the Carters left for
Japan on Saturday morning,"
said Mrs. Carter's press
secretary Mary Hoyt.
At the luncheon, Ohira said
no two nations so different had
ever: enjoyed "an interchange
of so great scope and sub-
summit starting Thursday,
which will .be dominated by
discussion of the price and
scarcity of oil, "might 'very
well be the most important
economtrsummit conference
ever held."
ie-menter is expected to seek
a ts by the seven
nations to curb their oil im-
porti, cease running up oil
prices by bidding against each
other on spot markets, and
develop alternative, energy
sources such as synthetic fuels
and solar power. ----
HirohitO, 78 and stooped,
met with Carter and Rosalynn
at the Akasaka palace, an
ornate' government guest
house patterned- • after Ver-
sailleS. It will be the site of the
summit talks Thursday and
Friday.
Carter grasped the em-
peror's outstretched hand
with both of his and said, "I'm
very honored to meet you,"
adding that he brought
greetings from the people of
the United States.
The two men then walked
into a vast cnbbled courtyard
laced with red carpets to hear
their national anthems and
review a white-uniformed
honor guard.
There were no speeches,
just handshakes with
dignitaries while children in
school uniforms and older
invited guests waved paper
flags and fanned themselves
in the humid heat.
Carter jogged Sunday night
and today in the U.S. embassy
compound, where he is
staying, and took a morning
swim there.
The Kyodo news agency
reported that Japanese police
vetoed as too risky a Carter
request to jog around the
imperial palace grounds in
downtown Tokyo, a crowded
local jogging route.  -
--Almost overshadowing
Carter's official visit were
security precautions that
seemed certain to limit his
contact with the Japanese
citizenry. He travels
everywhere on closed streets
encased in a formidable
security cocoon — one that
Some U.S. officials say they
find oppressive_
Trigg County Man Is First
To Get KSP BraveryAward
CADIZ, Ky. (API — A Trigg' charged Stinson and began
County real-estate agent is the firing at him. Stinson wrestled
first civilian to receive the the man to the ground and






honored by the police in a
ceremony Friday for helping
Trooper Albert Stinson, of the
'Mayfield post, disarm a man,
who attempted to shoot
Stinson.
Thomas'vehicle had broken'
him a ride when the 'trooper
received a call about a family
disturbance. Because the,Call
was an emergency, Stinison
asked Thomas if he wanted to
wait or ride with him. Thomas
agreed to stay with the
trooper.
When they arrived at the




MOREHEAD, Ky. (API —
An 18-year-old Cincinnati
youth was killed Saturday
evening when he fell off ifeliff--
in the Red River Gorge, ac-
cording to-state police"here.
Police said Greg Davis was
camping in the gorge with
friends. The group was on a
hike when the accident oc-
curred about 6:30 p.m. near
Kentucky 715 in Menifee




A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in She
Calloway district court by
Charles W. waicirop, Jr and
Isabelle W Hunt, Co
Executors, of the estate of
Melda Waldrop, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
district court on or before
July II, .1979, the date of
hearing.
Frefsces W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Hugh Arnett, Administrator,
of the estate of George
Arnett, deceased Excel)
lions to his settlement must
be tiled in the Calloway
district court on or before
July 11, 1979, the date of
hearing
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
Court Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district Court by
Clay Smith, Administrator,
of the estate of Claud Smith,
deceased Ex.ceptions tf5 this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before July 11, 1979, the
Shea, Circuit
dF ar taen Ocfesheaodring
Court Clerk,.
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
_.,c,anoway_aistrict court  by 
Nova- Lee Went and James
Dixon, Co-Executors, of the
estate of George Roscoe
Dixon, deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway district
court on or before July 11,
1979, the date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit
CeurSCSer,IL 
A FINAL settlement of ac-
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Gertrude Warfield,
Aurninistratrtx, of Me estate
of Wifford Wart ield, .
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement Must be filed in
Ay the Calloway district court
on before July 11, 1979; the
date of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Circuit_
Court Clerk.
The City of Murray,
Kentucky will be




be picked up at the
City Clerk's Office at
5th and Poplar Streets
in Murray. Bids will be
received at the City
Clerk's Office until




been made in the Calloway
district court All claims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary.
within six months of date of
qualification.
Lola Eron Morton, 1307
Overby - Dr. Murray, KY
42071, deceased, Harold E.
Morton, 510 Blair St.,
, Murray, KY 42071, Executor,
Jessie G Dunn, ' Rt 3,
Benton, KY 42025, deceased,
Joe G. Dunn, R F 0 3, Benton,
KY 42025, Executor.
Jemima Paschall Wilson, Rt.
4. Murray, KY '42071,
deceesed, Mabel W. Pickard,
Rt. 7, Murray, KY 47071,
Executrix.
C.A. Townsend, Rt 1,
K irksey, KY 42054, deceased,
•-P Dudley la...Townsend, R R 1,
-Box 138, Paris, TN 38242,
Administrator
Patricia Neil Jones. RI 1,
Almo, KY 42020, deceased,
Edward C. Jones, Fitt,
Almo, . KY .42020,
Administrator,
Frances W. Sea, Circeit
Court Clerk. 
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE 759 4600









hickory smoked bar b q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's




















A r crow-El -t-A-o-te-s-,
attention men! If you are I;
person with limited op
portunities in your present
occupation, you can sell and
service ,an agency with
Lincoln Income Life
Insurance Company and
have ,64•Ie opportunity for
above average-compensation
and ii—gbod--rrTnge - benefit -
program. No experience
necessary. An equal op
portunity employer. Call Joe
Williams Hitt-150V 444 6967 -
BREAKFAST COOKS
needed Apply in person at
Triangle Inn, South 12th
Street.
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
has a permanent part-time
opening. 3 days per week
Duties includer typing (55
words or better); general
office duties, public relations
work; A very nice op
portunity for the right per
son. Send hand written
resume to Bennett and
Associates, P.O. Box 946,
Murray, KY. 
DELIVERY GIRL or hoe.
Apply in person. No phone
• calls. Morgans Auto Paint,
--Highway 9/ East. 
LAAMEDIATE OPENINGS.
Will Aire 3 this month, want




raises, high school grad Or
GED required call Navy
(502) 7516439.



















4444 or Bible Story,
759-4445.
REDUCE SAFE and fast
with GoBese Tablets and E
Vap "water pills". Holland











PART TIME take inventory
in local stores Car
necessary Write phone
nUmber and experience to:
ICC 189, Box 304, ParamuS,
New Jersey, 07652.  
WANTED: SOMEONE to




interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coverage- Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759-1134
8. SITUATIONS WANTED 
WILL do babysiNing on my
home. /33-0347.
NEED HAY crew to put in
bay' Call 762-6181.
WANTED - FARM families
interested in a top notch
maior medical grouP,
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134 - 
MINUS. OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE in Almo, Ken
lucky large 2 story brick
building with stock oir
general merchandise, 16
antique showcases, roll top
desk, and many more fix
tures Plenty of room for
living quarters and most any
kind of business Price iS
ales.)). 
FIND A need and fill it!
Every one needs clean
clothes and this well located
self service laundrOmat and '
dry_ ~Mg operation wall
meet the need find out -
about this exciting op
portunity to own your own
business by calling the real
estate professionals at Guy




interested in a top notch
major medical group
hospital coescage C111 Steve
Payne, office 753-72t3, home
759 113.1.
14. WANT TO GUT
DINING ROOM suite with
china. Phone 753-0368
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 527-
1315.
WANTED: USED hog
feeder, 35 to 60 bushel, in
working condition Call 753-
7457 after 5 pm. 
1S. ARTICLES FOR  SALE 
8-HP 32" CUT Murray riding
mower, excellent cond i t
MI5: Bed, dresser ; 465. 753
TWO ANTIQUE dolls;
marble top tables, sofa;
Francisca n pottery;
Fostoria crystal Call 753-
2783 
WE BUY arid sell used air




aquarium and 2 dinette
tables. 474 2320.
DELUXE FRIGIDARE
electric range in excellent
condition;, red shag carpet,
9'7, " x 16'9", malty colored
shag carpet, 9'81/s" x 174".
Call 753 3808 _
25" RCA EL-100 color' tv.,
$350. extretbrig, clean couch,
SAG:. matihe crresser
rfitst,' I407"fin
stereo -iti Early Amerlean • .
cabinet, 500, upholstered
small occasional chair, 520;
two maple ocCasianat chairs,.
$15 each Call 753 7853.
1977 FORD 3000 DtESEL
with•875 hours, 18" 6' disc, 2
bottom , plow, one row
cultivator, 6' blade, 6'
pulverizer, 6' bushhog, 6'
landscape rake, boom pole
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PUT IT IN THE
It. FARM EQUIP.
FULL I HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, haS automatic line
diSpenSer, $1199 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99 99 Wallin
Hardware,  Paris, Tenness 
NOTHING BETTER tqan
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, shovels and sweeps
tor all cultivators See us
before you buy. Vinson
Tractor Co., 753 4892.
WABCO SELFLOADING
'6 scrapper 131 2 yds with 471
GM Delsel engine Cat dozer
069U serial No. 9U14269,
Alice Chambler motor_
grader model Ad4 with 47-I--
GM motor. 1973 Long back.
hoe 5n1 model 1400 deisel.
Rogers tandem axle tilt top
iow boy 25 ton, for tandem
axle truck Needs floor All
this equipment is In good
condition and ready for use.
You may see this at 405 So.
4th Street,' Murray, KY Or
you may call James or
Bobby Futrell at 502 753 7668
days or 502-753-2394 nights.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
FULL SET Haig Ultra golf
CTO-5-57-156g-, 11-e5ll covers,
extras. Call 759 4462
POOL TABLE slate- -
regulation size, $ACO. Call 753-
853. 
STEEPLETON SLATE tit()
regulation size pool table and




• & Pest control-
it. MISCELLANEOUS
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
4 ft., $18.79. 5 ft., $19.99, oft.,
521.99, 8 ft., $39.99. extension
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88, 16 ft.,
531 88, 20 ft., $45.99; 24 ft.,
$59 99, 28 ft., $70.99. Wallin-
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
BATHTUBS 5' STEkL,
white, *4.99. Colors, $6919
Wallin • Hardware, Paris
Tennessee.
ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
$39.99, $69.99, $9999, $134 99,
and $149.99. Wallin Hard
ware, Paris, Tennessee. 
FOXX FIRE fireplace in
sett, 6 months otct,
753.7716 after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE: Ariens riding
mower, 8 hp, $200. 753 0573. 
'SLAB WOOD-and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky
522 7994. 
SLABS $5 FrER bundle,
Sawdust, $10 per load, 1!'2 40 2
ton trucks. Call (901) 593-3019
or contact Decker and Evans
Saw Mill in Paris, Ten
nessee
TOMA TOE JUICER, Vic
toria No 200 No peeling, no
coring,- and no precooking
Does a bushel in 30 minutes.




AM FM radio, digital alarm
clock. Call 759.4462. 
WAN-TED: RESPONSIBLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color Iv. under warrenty.
Also used t.v.'s. Clayton's .1
& B Music, 753.7575. 
377MOB. HOME SALES 
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
Kirksey. Call 489 2248 after 5
pm.
1973 TOWNHOUSE, all
electric, 12x72, 2 bedroom
with den, wet bar and ice
maker, carpeted and air
conditioned, intercom in pi"
rooms, like new in a
respect. Must see to ap
_preciate Call James at 753
7724 or 436 2430 after 5 Om
27. MOB HOME SALES
1976 MODEL.-  12x50 MOBILE
home, furnished, used less
than one year On fully
wooded 3,4 acre lot Circular
graveled driveway, city
water, lights, and septic
tank One mile north of
Puryear on paved Frank
Howard Road. One block
east* of Highway 641 58500
ca P 498 8447.
2i. . NOME RENTS
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray Call
753 0187
21, HEATING A COOLING., 
110 VOLT AIR conditioner, 1'
years old, $100. Phone 753-
3685.




living room and dinette,
kitchen, 2 storage rooms, one
bedroom and bath, private
carport and drive, shady
Iron? and back yards
Married couple preferred
No pets References
required. $125 per month.
Phone 492-8174.
NEW TWO bedroom duplex
apartment, central System,
$200 per month. Call 7534291.
Smtki I. FIIRHISHFD
apartment, single only..
Inquire 100 S 13th Street
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR rent in large_
house. 'Kitchen privilages,
washer and dryer. 2 blocks
from University. $65 per
month all utilities paid. 753






34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: New 3 bedroom




36 RENT OR LEASE
I MiniWarehouseStorage SpaceFor Renty53.47 1







Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
FOR SALE: Timothy and
Red Top hay. Will deliver or
pickup in field. 753 8697.
GOOD FESCUE hay, $1 per
bale. 753 9390. 
38. PETS-SUPPLIES. 
AKC REGISTERED Boxer




Schnauzers, 6 weeks, $100













Is looking for experienced painters, full time. Call
753-9382 or 0487 after 5p.m.
BIBLE FACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, June 30th, 1 p.m.
Cherry Corner Pottertown Road next to Rick's Cemetery Everyone is in-
vited to come out and enjoy an afternoon of fun and help a good
cause.. .the needy people of Calloway County Anyone having anything to
donate will receive a tax deductible receipt. Call 759-4600. Please call as
soon as possible, so we can advertise your items. All proceeds go for food,
medicine and utilities for the needy.
• •
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With The Friendh Touch'
Established Business,






2 Bay Cleanup Shop,
32' x 40' on 6 acres,
about 7 nitles North of
Murray on 641. City
water, 250' rd. fron-
tage. Good Investment
-$35,000.
3 BR., 2 bath.mobile
home, off 94 E. has
central heat & air, not
far from Kenlake. 2





ACRES for sale. Located in
North Calloway County
Over 1000 feet of road
frontage with 20 30 acres
tendable Will make a good
cattte farm or tax shelter









1' 2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On -extra large lot with
additional lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
th-ermostat--. -con-
nections. Not pictured








ming...This and much more
fun games when you pur
chase a well built 8 room
home in Panorama Shores.
Can be divided into two
completely private
housekeeping apartments for
your vacationing guests or
for added rental _income. Call
the real estate professionals








goes with this ,3 BR, 2
bath home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Owner










NEW LISTINGS: A perfect
beginning for young family
or easy living for retired
folks. 2 bedroom mobile
home on 1 acre m I with lots
of trees plus outside
storage We also have a 2
bedroom mobile home on
acre m 1 with 29x23
shop...hook-up already for
second mobile home...For
more information call 753
1492.. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors
oRka
South 12th at SS,camor•
• TELEPHONf 253. Iwo
Two beautiful lots near
Kentucky Lake with
over 200 feet of road
frontage. Water and
_electricity on lot.












\I HONEST E DDIE'S r\I
EVELFi• BIJYEDC4Aes%AL 
" NOT A LINE ABOUT OUR Fl5TY
MILES FREE TOWING SERVICE.P i aim imp& hi
43. REAL ESTATE  
Im 
46. AUTO. SERVICE
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.45 and 1.3.17•FET;
L 60x14", $41.14 and.$3.79
FET Wallin Hardware,
Paris. Tennessee.
49. USED CARS  
1967 CAMARO, $700. Call 753-
1646.
1977 CAMARO, 29,000 miles,
$4650 firm. Local car, ex-
cellent condition For sale by
owner Call 759 4531 or 753-
7709.
1970 CAMARO, SILVER
black vinyl top, mags, bed),
needs work. GoOd interior.
$500 or best offer. Call 753-
7212 after 3 pm.
1977 DATSUN 200 SX, AM
FM, automatic' Call 437-4383.
FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota SR5
Coupe Call after 5c, 753
0191.
43. REAL ESTATE
THANK GOD, I'm a country
girl! Waiting for my country
boy to come home to help me
in my garden! W.hen the time
-TV rignt -ro-nur-uo- -fresh.
vegetables, I have a large
kitchen to work in and a
place for my freezer. See this
four bedroom brick today,
located lust minutes from
town. Call 753 1492. :Offered







wooded 1"-z acres on
Kentucky Lake. Ex-
cellent location with
lots of shady oaks and
easy wate access.
This is truly-a...choice
parcel and,, priced at
$19,500. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for all your Real
Estate needs.
Purdem & Thurman





have several waterfront lots
for sale. These lots are
wooded and slope gently to
water. They are located in
the Pine Bluff area and are
ready for that waterfront
home you have always








one mile from city
limits. Priced in the
$30's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Sex-
WHEN-MONEY talks to you,
does it say "good-bye"? Stop
it going, keep it growing by
investing in this apartment
house. 2 bedrooms up and 2
bedrooms dq*n; Call today




We have people in-
terested in locating in
the Murray-Calloway
County area. List your















homes - all price
ranges! We have
several new listings in
the $30's. Beat the in-
flation crunch with an




perud Realty for full-
time Real Estate Ser-
vice.
NEWLYWEDS, STAYING
with Mom and Dad is
delightful! But owning your
own home is dream that can
come true when you see this
.,deal low cost "get started"
two bedroom home.
Rede.corateCL_We.11..kept, b(SIL
back yard, outside storage
building, economical gas
heat' will not strain the
budget. Call the real estate
professionals at Guy Spann
Realty to find out how we can
help arrange your financing
through low cost loans to fit
most any budget. The 24 hour
number is 753.7724.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
'2 ACRE LOTS for rent of
sale with city i water and
sewege. 31? miles east of
Murray in front _of East
Elementary School. $35 per
month for rent. 753-3745.
FOR SALE by owner: Lot 1/2
miles east of Murray, on
good road and 500 ft of High.
way 94. City water, no
restrictions, not' in a sub-
division. Call Bob Futrell 753
7668 days and 753.2394 nights.
FOR SA
l'
LE by owner: Lot for
mobile home with septic
tank, water and driveway.
Located in Baywood Vista
subdivision on Kentucky
Lake. Immediate
possession! Call Bobby at
753 7668 days or nights 753.
2394.
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner, lake front and lake
view. Several to Choose from
on Kentucky Lake and take
Barkley. Terms available.;
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753-7668 Or 753-
2394.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
PERFECTLY LOCATED on
Graves.Calloway County
line, 78 acres more or less
with 3 bedroom house, 5
outbuildings and 2' 2 acres
fire-cured tobacco. Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
_Barger Realty, Mayfield,
Ky, (502) 247-2421.. -
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
kitchen, living room, utility
room and dining room. Close
to shopping center, 1397
Johnson. By appointment.
Call 753-6558.
HOUSE FOR sale by owner
in Westwood Subdivision: 3
bedroom, 1, 2 baths, built. ins,
double car garage, central
heat and air, with apart
ment. Low 560's 753-6274.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month
guarantee, $22 88; 36 month
guarantee 80 amp, $26 99, 60
month guarantee, 536 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15"
6 ply, $28.98 and $2.95 FET,
750x16, 8 ply, $37.75 and $3.74
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee,
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
Polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with 12 37
tread depth A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 PET; •E78x14",
$22.63 and $2.20 FET.
F78x14", 523 40 and $2.32
PET; G78x14 or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 r ET,, H78x15",
$27.52 and $7.76 PET.






Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.





NEW OFFICE MONS Closed All Day wed..
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7 30 ti] 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00 MICE SHAVE 81.75
t••••••11 55•444 sd n3-5555 5115 dap sham *sin Milk &woof
good condition. Coll
'1534%4 *or Pm.
FOR SALE'. 1973 Chevy
Caprice Classic, one owner.
-
brakes, air conditioning, AM-
FM_radio, $1900. Phone 759,
1147 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE: 1970 Firebird,
400 4-speed, excellent con-
dition, 51350.353-3704.
1970 FORD LTD, see at Save
Mart, 5 points, after 5 pm.
Calf 753-3538.
1977 FIAT CONVERTIBLE,
25,000 miles, one owner.
Motor and body very good,
low gas mileage. $5400. Call
753-8776.
1977 GREMLIN. 1971 BUICK
SkylWrk, fair condition. Call
753-7629.
1975 GRANADA FORD,
extra nice local car. 753-4048.
1974 Buick Regal,, cx-
ccl condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.





brakes, air, AM FM radio,




midnight blue with white
vinyl top, 47,000 miles




mileage. $450. Call 753.4506.
1974 VALIANT, SIX cylinder,
air conditioned. Call 437-4383.
1977 Z28 CAMARO, must sell,
54700. 436-2689.
50. USED TRUCKS
$2. BOATS IL MOTORS
16' SPEED BOAT- with 115 hp
Evinrude Boat, motor, life
preservers, skiis, ski rope,
everything you need $4500
Call 753 8223 most any time
Can be seen at 1416 B
Stadium View Drive
SALE LAST chance! New
11 1,2 foot Snark Wildflower
sailboat. $400 753-5534.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT Tr'
hull, 75 hp Johnson ,Stinger
Motor plus trailer, all 76
model. $3000 firm Call 489
2248 after 5 pm.





rooting, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding.
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1.362.4895.
BUSHHOGING AND yard
work. Call 753-6123. --
53. SERVICESOFFERED
HOME REPAIRS, exterior
and interior painting, car
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and




references. Call 753-148.6 and
ask for Shelley.  •
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving.
patching, also seal coating
Phone 753-1537.
,KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. Parts. New and used
lawn mowers. 718 54th. Fast
service. 753.7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
LAWN MOWERS, rota
tillers, automobile and truck
repair, and tune-ups. Call
753-0801 or 753-3629. • •
BINKLEY CON •
STRUCTION. No job too
large, oo lob 10o Small. High
quality _ work. 'Free
estimates. Call 753.6969 or
753-4124 and ask for Mark.
LAKE LAND mobile homes,
service and -transport
compilsny, 527-3897, Benton.
KY. 7i,G:ibile homes -moved
anywhere in KentuckY-








reasonable prices. Call for








references, Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753.5827 or
753.8085.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or -
land clepred of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436 2510. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753.2310 for








1954 CHEVY PICKUP, good
condition, $500. Call 753-0900.
1970 CHEVY PICKUP, )43,
standard transmission, hew
tires. 759,4683, after 6 pm.
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains, icebox, ports bed,
couch, wheels, 8-track, all
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which*is real
economical. $3100 or will
trade. Phone 3544217. 
S1 . CAMPERS -
CAMPER, VENTURE pop-
up, sleeps 8, stove, ice box,







boat, 115 hp Johnson motor,
custom trailer, excellent




1975 115 hp Evinrude. Moody
tilt trailer, 52600. 767-4252 or
see at 602 College Courts.






remodeling, also new homes




















iobS a' speciality, also pat.









aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed Patio
awnings and aluminuni
carports, single and double,
in colors Phone 753 1873
ODD JOBS done. Call 753-.
6969 or 753-4124 and ask for
Mark.
ROOFING, REMORgLING,
painting interior and ex.
terior. Anything to do with
carpentary we can do it
Reasonable rates. 20 years
experience. Senior Citizens
discount. Phone 753.2418, 8
am til 9 pm.
SMALL DOZER work,
landscaping and leveling,
Contact Bobby Crouse, 753-
4904 days, 753 3527  evenings. 
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white.
Pea gravel Also clo backhoe,
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-6763 or 753-4546.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arun the
home. 753 21 or 75Y9600 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,- --
work completely guarenteed.
Call or write Morgan Con-
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducals.ALY
call day or night, 1.442-7026.
56. FREE COLUMN
ANTIQUE 'KROEHLER
size oak hide-a-bed. 65 years
old. Call evenings 436-5351.
57. WANTED
WANTED: FARM farnilLu
interested in a top notch
major mealtal ' -g'ro'up"
hospital Coverage. Call Steve




3 bedroom homeon lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath, Bedrooms newl











• Filter I Pump
• Steel bracing
• Sun deck
• Lily Pad Skimmer
• Heavy 'Gauge, Vinyl Liner
• Pool Ladder
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6 a WI. -Midnigfir -
7 Days A Week
Phila. 753-5351




Silver Fish & Shrubs
- - Keller's lerniite
-Mit Control




















Heat Pump '• spec,01,,irs
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• Deaths And funerals
Talmadge Erwin Is
Dead At Age Of 72;
Services Are Today
Word has been received of
the death of Talinadge Erwin.
native of Calloway County.
who clied Thursday at 10:36
a.m. at a hospital in Detroit,
Mich. He was 72 years of age.
Mr. Erwin was the son of the
late Tecumseh and Ethel
Geurin Erwin of Calloway
County. He had been a patient
in • a nursing home since
February.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Martha Butterworth
Erwin, 30245 West 13 Mile
Road, Farmington Hills,
Mich. 48018; two sons, Dan
Erwin, Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Rodney Erwin, Troy,
Mich.; one brother, Elbert
Erwin, Detroit, Mich.; five
grandchildren; several aunts
and cousins...,
The funeral was held this
morning at 11 o'clock at the
chapel _of the Harris  Brothers
Funeral Home, Detroit, Mich.,





, Newt Coursey, father of Bill
Presson of Murray, died
os/Saturday a 12:20 a.m. at he
Marshall County H ital,
Benton. He was 86 
year
of age
and a resident of Calvert City:'
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Calvert City , First Baptist
Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Carroll Coursey; two
daughters, Mrs. Lela Powell
of Calvert City and Mrs. Atta
Bell Willie of Benton; one son,
ill Presson of Murray; eight
grandchildren: 13 great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Guy Lawson and the Rev. Otis
Willie .officiating. Burial will




The funeral for Clentie E.
Williams of Hardin Route 1
was held Saturday at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Collier
Funeral HaMe, Benton, with
the Rev. Steve Shapard of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Marshall County Memory
Gardens.
Mr. Williams, 76, died
Thursday at 5:40 p.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. He was - a member of
the Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, and the
former owner of Hardin Feed
Mill.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Daisy Williams, Hardin




Final rites for Miss Mary
Hontus McCuiston of 316 North
Sixth Street, Murray,'- were
held Saturday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr., was





Mark Lassiter, Lee Vance,
and Tim Scruggs. Burial was
in the McCuiston Cemetery.
Miss McCuiston, 85, died
Friday at 8:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the New Mt. Carmel Baptist
.Church, but had attended the




_Murray Route 6, and several
nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Barnett Dies
At Age Of 68 At
Daughter's H‘ue
Mrs. Collie Loyola Jones )
Barnett, 68, formerly of
Murray, died suddenly Suri-
day afternoon at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Richard
Vincek, South Bend, Ind.
The former Murray woman
was a retired employee of the
South Central Bell Telephone
Company, Murray. Her
husband, Collie, who survives,
was a retired employee of the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. They had
resided in South Bend since
their retirement. Mrs. Barnett
was a member of the United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include her
husband, Collie Barnett; one
daughter, Mrs. Richard Ann)
Vincek, 17351 Ireland Road,
South Bend. Ind.; one son, Ted
Barnett, 6809 Norway Drive,
Louisville; five grand-
children—Jeff and Jay Barnett
and Mike. Patti, and Paul
Vincek.
Mrs. Barnett is also sur-
vived by one sister, Mrs. Owen
H.( Louise) Hale. Murray
Route 6; four brothers—Rudell
Clark, Evansville, Ind.,
James S. Clark, Madison
Heights, Mich., Alfred Clark,
Scottsdale, Ariz., and Terrell
Clark, Lexington; half
brother, Gerald Jones,
Mayfield; three local uncles—
Denny, Toy, and Gardie
Smith. Murray; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in South Bend,
Ind.
Every night cargo planes
bring 3,000 pounds of fresh
flowers, several thousand
pounds of strawberries, and
10,000 pounds of Chinese
vegetables for New York City.
Mrs. Joseph Berry
Dies Thursday In
Fire At Her Home
Mrs. Joseph Hahne) Berry
of Nashville, Tenn., and
Murray died Thursday in an
early morning electrical fire
at the Berry home in the
northeastern part of Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Davidson County Coroner T.
Emerson Seymour said Mrs.
Berry died of smoke
inhalation when the garage
and utility area of the Berry
home was apparently struck
by lightning. Officials said the
fir ad probably been
sni!dering in the attic for
some time before the house
caught fire. The house and
three autombiles there were
destroyed in the flames.
Mrs. Berry had talked with
her husband about 11:30 p.m.
Wednesday night who was
enroute home from a business
trip of his business as director
—of -the National Program .of
Emergency Medical Iden-
tification. He arrived home
about 3 a.m. Thursday to find
the house in flarnes.,..andlocal
police and fire departments
there.
The _deceased._ .an ,active_
mother, was a native of
Syracuse, N. Y., a licensed
insurance agent, and a
member of the Home and
Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club and
of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
The Berry family maintained
homes both in Nashville,
Tenn., and Murray, and both
Mr. and Mrs. Berry had been
in Murray to vote in the
Primary Election on May 29.
Mrs. Berry is survived by
her husband, Joseph _Berry;
one daughter, Catherine
Berry, and two sons, James
Alfred Berry and 'John




one sister, Mrs. George Sid-
man. • Albany, N. Y.; one
grandchild.
The funeral was held this
morning at)0 a.m. at the St.
Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray, with the Rev. Martin
Mattingly officiating. Burial
was in the Murray City
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill funeral Home of
Murray.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Se ce
June 25, 1979
'Kentucky Purchase Area H.: arket
Report Includes 5 Buying Sta
Receipts: Act. 720 Est I: own
Gilts very uneven mostly tugher Sows
steady to $1 00 higher
US 1-2200.230 Its.. 2.50-43.50 mostly
43.0043.50
US 2205-240 lbs 84150-4300
US 2-3 340-2501. $41 0042 00
US 2-4200-280
Sows
US 1-2 27. • I lbg, $30.00-32.00 few 32 50
US 1-3 50l, . $29 00-31 00
US 1-3 lila. 13000-3200
US 500-650 lbs. 83220-34.00
U 300-500 I be 12800-2500
rs 25 00-29.00
. •
I Build your futurewith Panel Structures
An extremely loss cost aluminum, free
standing, maintenance free, panel structure
building sx stem features unskilled do-it--
ourself construction. Strong enough to
withstand winds Up to 257 m.p.h. and roof
snoss loads up to 117 pounds per square
foot- a thousand square foot building can
be transported in a pick up truck and can
be used for












If you are interested in a panel structure
for personal use—mail coupon. below
To assist in our nationwide sales efforts we need aggressive. sales conscious.
goal oriented individuals
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
Qualified individuals must purchase 1135.000 worth of
panel structure product 114 average size buildings)
LOCAL AREA DEALERSHIPS
Available to energetic individuals Product mventrirs
,four to six thousand dollar, needed depending on area
No franchise fees.' We prot,ide salts, promotion, and adrertising assistance Use coupon
for additional information, price and profit structure
or Coll 18181 277-0292
mo to DO-A-STRUCTURE
111 Elm Waishminoe P 0 So. 403
Iliparoits, Minas 02222
- —
Mrs. Davis Dies At
Her Home Sunday
Mrs. Mary S. Bland Davis of
631 Riley Court, Murray, died
suddenly Sundiy about 6 p.m.
at her hame. She was 77 years
of age and the wife of Clifford
Davis who died Jan. 10, 1967.
Survivors include three
daughters--Miss Dorothy
Davis, Paducah, Ms. Mary
Martha Walker, Waldrop
Trailer Court, Murray, and
Mrs. Dwane ( Freda ) Jones,
805 South Ninth Street,
Murray; two sons, Wildie
Davis, Decatur, Ala., and
David Davis, 514 Shuth
Seventh Street, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Nellie Overby
and Mrs. Ruby Dbckery,




are incomplete, but friends
may call at the Max Churchill





The world famous Black-
wood Brothers will be ap-
pearing ,in an inspirational
concert at: Murray State's
Roy Stewart Stadium Friday,
June 29 at 7:30 p.m.
Cecil Blackwood and the
Blackwood Brothers are
known as the number one
inspirational singing group in
the world. They have sold
millions of records, been on
network television, are
Grammy Award winners and
have been voted the top male
group numerous times. James
Blackwood has repeatedly
been voted the number one
male singer year after year,




ministry' has grown by leap
and bounds and their follow g
of loyal fans is ast • g!
They have just 'co • eleted
their concert tour o Russia,
Israel, Jordan d Egypt
making a total o 5 countries
in which the mous Black-
wood Brothe have appeared.
r ... .... . — ... . — — — — .., MI MIL
I I am interested in: (check appribiniate iiioxPot) I
7,
• :. Regional Distributorship Area Dealership I
II --:,.Putchase of a PanelStructure 7 ,




I City' ,,tilli, - 
I
I I.II Zip „





The Murray Fire Depart-
ment responded to a call at 907
Clarkshire Road Saturday as
lightning strike the the house.
The department also
received a call Sunday to wash
away a gasoline spill at 1512
Sycamore.
Livestock Market
1.01.15‘11.1.E.Ky AP t. -
Cattle and calves estimated reiept, rkel
feeders 20 percent. slaughter 'Ice,' 'a. in
higher slaughter steer q ua L,t 4
improved Over week ago bef,
not so attractive. steady to 50 hie,. r.IV,s
and bulls full steady. slauilfiter es 'and
wea4ers steady feeders limited .fferings
steady. slaughter steers choice 24 965-1390
1b 67 00-69 90. good and chi:4re 24 10[4 1200
lb 64 00-67 00. standard a rd —• 81-0-
-11201b 59 5044 00 slaughti- • •
2-4820-150 lb 67 0049 00: g, .1 ,
3880-9211 lb 65 0047 00, con LP
5 55 00-58 00. ublit 1-3 54 50-59
2 52 00-59 DO. canner and nutter 8150
lb 45 50-52 DO. slaughter bulls 135n24.45, lb
72 0045 75 10504500 lb 6680.;; 25 •
185-230 lb sealers SO 00.93 00. boo v 43)-
170 lb calves 7300.79 50-. feed, •
choice 100-500 lb 86 046 On. "n i-•
71 00-416 50. good 320-450
710 lb 62.00-72 00: heiferk
73 0041 80. 525.470 lb 67 00 .
600 lb 60 4072 00
Hogs 1,000. compared t
haulms mini gilts 25-50 low .
4201.4,3 In 2220.245 lb 12 00-42
255 lb 41 00-42 . 1 210-775 lb •
so.s full!. 100 higher 1-2 315-4
II 175410 lb:11 00-35 fe.
'25-165 lb 32 00-12 5n. on:1r
17 25
25 steanIN slaug' '
.rearid prune 93-112 lb 1)04,
, 40 40,1 slwughter buck.: 15 (01J
, .
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local
noon, EDT, today. firrushed • !-,e
Ledger & runes by First of N1:, t ,





































A female sturgeon produm es
between 2 million and 3
nillion eggs.
*war a
RETIREMENT — Presentation of gifts to retiring staff members of the Murray Sc
System was a highlight at the annual breakfast for all school system employ
Henry, left, chairman of the Board of Education, presented the gifts to: fri left,
Lolabelle Hodges, Murray Middle School, 28 years; Ruth Caldwell, Carter E mentary
School, 27 years; Louise Overby, Carter Elementary School, 29 years; and tis Brooks,




LOU1SVILLtE. , y. (API —
William S. Cu bins, former





Ho,spital in Boston. He was 78 •
/Cutchins became ill Friday
evening while in thei Boston
area. He was said to have had
advanced abdominal cancer. '
Cutchins, who joined Brown
di Williamson as a salesman in
1928, was elected executive
vice pgasident in 1955 and
prESident in 1958. He retired in
1963.
Darrell Level! Smiles Again Now
That Leisure Suits Start To Fade
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — and most of
Darrell Levell of Louisville wholesale s




leisure suits these days.
Levell, a necktie manufac-
turer, is glad to see their
popularity fade.
Levell, 50, is president and
owner of Smith & Logsdon Inc.
The small, Louisville-based
company is one of two necktie
manufacturers in Kentucky.-
The - other, Churchill
Weavers in Berea, make only
all-wool ties, Leven sa
When the pop e rity of
leisure suits gr:. , the tie
business dm. off, Levell
said. I /
'The lei .re suit just got
entirely of hand. It was
sup.. to be exactly what
the meant — a suit for
le' re wear." he said.
But businessmen_ and
• ers began wearing. them
everywhere for every oc-
casion," Levell said.
"Why, even the governor of
the commonwealth was seen
on television wearing a leisure
suit," he said. That didn't
look good at all."
'Smith & Logsdon has a few
accounts in New York and in
the West. but the bulk of its
business is done in Kentucky,





y felt the leisu
ut the impact did
e said,
ure suits really cut
ur -business for i couple
years. But we suivived it,
nd we're back .on the up-
swing," he said.
4. The company is private and
closely held, so Levell did not
reveal sales or earnings. But
he did say sales are running 8
to 10 percent ahead of last
year's.
He said part of Smith SC
Logsdon's business is the
manufacture of specialty ties
for corporations and civic




Philip Morris, -Brame() Inc.,
the Louisville Bar Association
and the Jack Daniel Distillery.
During the. recent
Democratic primary election
for lieutenant governor it
made 46 dozen ties that said
"Cox's Army," for William
Cox, one of the unsuccessful
candidates, Levell said.
He and two assistants can
manufacture about 20 dozen
ties-a day. He cuts the ties and
as are
to
linings from patterns, one
assistant sews them together
—and the otter presses them. .
Levell does not always wear
tie to work, but that is not
jUst because he is informal.
He looked slightly sheepish
as hç explained: "I do all the
cuttin'L remember, and on
days when I know I'll be at
that full time, I may not'wear
a tte-. -
"If I do wear one, I have to
pm it back in some way, or I'll
run the risk of cutting off my
own tie," he said. "That's
happened a few times."
mew Ilkor mem ma*.•
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL avw
1975 Chevrolet Caprice Station Wagon, Estate
equipment, 9 passenger, power steering, power







So 12th St., Murray, Ky., 753-2617
414. MOW Millair MO" MEW 4111,
LISTEN
TO THIS. . .
HOME FEDERAL





6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
mono min. dep.
Rate effective: Thursday, June 21 through Wednesday, June 27
Fadersl regulation prohibit tin oompoundiai of intaroat daily on this account.
'Federal regulations require o substantial interest penalty for early
withdrawal from Certificate accounts
011••••
BEE
•••••1111.0.11••••
1201 Main £t.
Murray:Ky.
Ph 759-1630 46
